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ABSTRACT
This study investigated bow the social factors ofage and gender co-varied with nine
linguistic variables (eight phonological and ooe grammatical) in Burnt Islands. a rural
Newfoundland community. Twelve participants wcredivided into three age groups in which.
both genders were represented. The interviews were tape-recorded. and consisted of hom
casual and formal components in order to examine the effects ofspeech style on the usage
aCthe linguistic variants. lD order to determine the significance afthe independent variables.
an ANOVA 2 x 2 design (Age x Gender) was employed.
Variation was found in the speech ofindividuals. as weU as across social groups. In
casual style. geoderproved to be the most significant social factor in variant selection. while
age affected approximately halfafthe variables. Formal style results revealed that speakers
in the overall sample displayed style shifting for most aCthe features examined. YOWlger
females were marked by their avoidance oflocaI variants in both casual and formal speech.
wttile older males tended use local forms the most often. The general pattern of the
decreasing usage of local features among successive generations suggests that supralocaI
norms are encroac:bing on the distinctive Burnt Islands dialect.
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l. INTRODUCTION
This study investigates the sociolinguistic patterning of several linguistic variables
in Burnt Islands. a rural community located on the soulhwest coast ofNewfoundland (see
Figure I). The theoretical framework for this srud:y was adopted from Labov's innovative
sociolinguistic srudies conducted in the 19605. The behaviour of various phonological and
grammatical variables was analysed via tape-recorded interViews desigoed to capture
different conversational styles. [n the Labovian framework, insight into linguistic panerns
can be gained by studying relatively few speakers; thus twelve participants were selected to
represent the speech community of Burnt Islands. comprising over eight hundred residents.
inr:erviews were conducted during the summer o£2ooo in Burnt Islands. The aim ofme study
is to examine language variation and change in the community by investigating whether the
usage of local forms patterns systematicaHy with the social factors of age and gender.
Previous research has shown that linguistic variation exists in Newfoundland and that
the selection of local and supralocall.inguistic features co-varies with the social factors of
gender. age. class. religion. education and style. We are fortunate to have sociolinguistic
studies of small rural Newfoundland communities (Reid 1981: Colbourne 1982: Lanari
1994) as well as a handful ofmore traditional dialect studies (Scary, Story and Kirwin 1968:
Noseworthy 1971; Paddock 1981). However, no studies bave been carried out. on the
southwest coast ofNewfoundland..
This chapter provides an overview of the commUDity ofBumt Islands - the social
history (section 1.1), the settling ofthe commUDity(section 12) and the economy (section
t F-.ca"' 1: Southwest Coast ofNewfca..dlaad
~-.....-.-.
...-......u....r..__
1.3). Section 1.4 discusses bow popularion attrition and contact with outside language
varieties affectS the status of the dialect spoken in Bumt Islands.
1.1 The Commallity orBanat Islaads
Bumt Islands is approximately 26 kilometers east of Port aux Basques and 16
kilometers west of Rose Blanche and is surrounded by the many islands and rocks which
front and panly fill God Bay. Up \mtil the mid 20'" century. there were settlements scattered
along the coast and on various islands in this areal. At one time, Bumt Islands comprised
what were essentially three comm.lUlities, consisting ofan area on the main.land along with
two islands in God Bay. One oftbese islands was Great Burnt Island. the largest of the
islands in the bay. which is still populated today. In 1968-69. a causeway was constructed
to connect the mainland settlement and the island settlemeot on Gn:at Burnt Island. Until
the t 940s. about seven families resided on another island about three hundred feet across
God Bay from Gn:at Burnt Island.. in a settlement called North West Cove (known locally
as Nar' Wes' Cove). There was also anadditionaJ settlement, Hiscock's Point:. fartberalong
the coast between Bumt Islands and Isle aux Morts. about two miles from Bumt Islands by
boat. Hiscock's Point appears in an 1864-65 directory and in Lovell's 1871 Directorywith
a population of54. and is listed until at least 1901. Currently no one resides in eitberNortb.
West Cove nOf Hiscock's Po~ people eventually moved to larger scttIcmc:ots in the area.
Most ofme informarion about Burnt Islands presented in this chapter was collected
during iDtervicws with participants.. and by speaking informally with residents.
Burnt [Slands residents relied heavily on th~ fishery and, as for most rural out'pOrts. the
population ofBumt Islands has been on a steady decline since the fishing industry went into
recession just over a decade ago. The 1991 Census of Canada indicat~d a population of
1024. a decrease of 1.5% relative to th~ Census of 1986. More recently. the 1996 Census
showed the population ofBumt Islands to be 919; the 1991 to 1996 population change
represents a further decrease ofl 0.3%. This significant population decline reflects the ~ffect
of the government imposed moratorium on most types of fishery since 1992. Houses are
being abandoned and people are moving away to such areas ofmainland Canada as Halifax.
Ontario. and Alberta in search ofemployment. The nwnber of younger people who stay in
Burnt Islands. especially those between the ages of 20-25. is becoming very smail. Most
young people move away after high school for post·sccondary education or to seek work.
In 1999. the unofficial census figure for Burnt Islands coUected by the loca.1 town coW1cil was
816. which indicates a population decrease of 112% since the 1996 census.
Since fewer people are staying in rural Newfoundland ourpon communities to raise
famities, there are fcwer children in these areas. Consequently, community schools arc
closing and the remaining children are being transponed to schools which often serve the
wider geographical region. Currently in Burnt Islands., the e1ementary school is closed due
to poor air quality; the high school is now accommodating the children. and is being
renovated to include kindergarten to gradctwelve. The high school previously serviced both
Burnt Islands and Rose Blanche junior and senior high students. In the near furore, it is
expected that this school will need to accommodate kiadeTgartea to grade twelve students
in both Rose Blanche and Burnt Islands.
1.2 The SetdiD& of Bunat Islaads
Like many other areas of Newfoundland., Burnt Islands was settled. by English
migrants. These settlers mainly hailed from a concentrated area of southwest England.
mostly from Dorset. Devon and Somerset. Earlyemigration to NewfolIDdland begaa asearly
as the 1600s. yet the main decade of absorption of immigrants from the British Isles was
from 1815-1825 (Mannion 1977). There is little written about the settlement oftbe southwest
coast ofNewfound.land but it can be presumed that it was settled around the same time as the
population expansion in Newfoundland began and the influx ofpermanent settlers occurred.
although a little later than more easterly areas of Newfoundland. Expansion of sett1ement
beyond the east coast of Newfoundland was slow and 1arge areas of the coast remained
sparsely inhabited even aI the end of the eighteenth century (Mannion 1977: 6).
The exact date ofEnglisb settlement in Bumt Islands is unknown but it is said that
rwo families were living there by I &22. and more steady and substantial settlement began
around 1839-40. By 1841. there were a few families settled on both the main1and and Great
Bumtlsland. A directory of 1871 listed the population ofBumt Islands as 160. Subsequent
census figures show a steady increase in the number of inhabitants: in 1901. the population
was given as 296 persons; from 1911-1945. tbere was an average population in the400s; by
1955. this had increased to 601. The island sett1emc:m: grew more quicldytban the mainland;
by 1858. the island became sufficiently inhabited that the first Protestant scbool..ebapel in
Burnt Islands was constructed there.
Like the Loog Island.. Notre Dame Baycommunity investigatedby Colbourne(1982).
Burnt Islands was settled by a homogenous group of Protestant migrants from southwest
England. and has remained largely ProtestanL There is only ODe church in the community.
which is Anglican. and there are few other religious groups in Burnt Islands. Like Long
Island residents, the inhabitants of Burnt Islands would have had little contact with Irish-
Catholic communities in Newfoundland.. Religious background (largely synonymous with
ethnic background in Newfoundland)therefore bas little ifany bearingon language variation
in Burnt Islands. This diffen from the situation in a number of other NewfoUDdland
communities in which sociolinguistic investigation have been coruiocted. Religious
background was found to c~varywith a number ofphonological and grammatical features
in the ethnically mixed communities of Carbonear (Paddock 1981), Bay de Verde (Reid
1981). 5t. JaM'S (Clarke 1985) and in Burin (Laoari 1994).
Before the causeway was constructed in 1%8-69. the island portion and the mainland
portion ofthe community were largely indepcndentofeach other. People would have to row
across the bay to get from one settlement to the other. thus there was little solidarity between
the residents ofeach area... Children residing in Nonb West Cove would bave to travel across
the bay to mend school on Great Burnt Island. As there was a church (schookbapel) and
a confectionary store in each settlement. there would be little reason to commute to the other
settlement. ParticipantS in the middle age group in this study staled that they had not been
in the other settlement until the causeway was buill. lbcy remarked about how novel their
tint visit was to the other sett.Lemem, and recall being wide-eyed and afraid. These
settlements are still separately referenced by residents as "the island" and -'the main..~ while
the newer development in the community is Icnown as "'the highway." However, aJong with
the causeway came community identity and unity.
l.J The Economy - Past and Present
People settled 00 the rugged., fairly barren coast ofBumt islands forthe same reasoo
as they did in most ofNewfoundland -to pursue the fishery. The barbour ofBumt islands
provided good shelter for vessels and fish was abundanL In the late fall and winter the
inshore book and line fishery took place locally; boats would fish for cod about ten miles off
Bumt Islands. Then in the spring and fall. the fishennen pursued the fishery on the ··other
side'" - SL Paul's Island. SL George's Island, 51. Pierre, as well as Sydney, Antigonish, and
Glace Bay in Nova Scotia - and also in other areas in Newfoundland, such as Burgeo,
Trepassey, the Northern Peninsula and Labrador. During the summers. some boats fished
in the GulfofSt. Lawrence, up the west coast oftbe island ofNewfotmdland around Pon
Saunders and Pon aux Cboix, as well as in southern Labrador. For some years. sword-
fishing off Cape Breton was common (Munden 1997).
Until a fish plant was const:rueted in the area, fish would be sold fresh ifcaught off
Bumt Islands or salted in stages and fish stores. When fishing was pursued elsewbeR, fish
would be salted in fisb..bolds oftheskiffs. By the 1940s. Bumt Islands supported a fish plant
owned by Fishery Products Intemationa! 00 Bragg's Island. located approximately one
bundred teet from Great Burnt IsIaDd. This plant closed in 1%7. A fish plant is currently
operated 00 Great Burnt Island. founded in 1958 by Mr. Eric King and incorporated in 1970:
it is still a family.nm business. The fish plant bas serviced Bumt Islands residents and
markets abroad.
Although the fishery bas been the mainstay of life for Burnt Islands residents, it was
not the only source of food. To supplement the diet of mainly fish. animals sucb as sheep,
cows. pigs and hens were raised and a variety of vegetables were grown. The resources
available in the area were utilized to add variety to meals: people spent much time picking
the assorunent of berries native to the area and b1.Dlting can"bou, moose. rabbits and birds
such as tum. gulls and tickle-aeer. Nouetb.eless, residents recall eating fish most ofthe time
while many other foods were special treats.
The fishery may have been the lifeline for Burnt Islands but it has not been the onJy
source of work.. The community once supported a glue factory. An offal plant founded
around 1912 by a Norwegian named Gustav Evanger was operated in Big Cove in Bumt
Islands. Offal would be bought from surrounding communities, then it would be dried and
ground up and shipped away to make glue. This plant operated for a shOll period oftime,
only aboUl three or foW' years. During the leaner years oftbe fishery, some people sought
worlt elsewhere. After Newfoundland's Confederation with Canada in 1949, a number of
: Tickle-aces - ·kittiwakes'
men who did not fish fomd employment with the Canadian National Railway, mainly in Pon
:lu.'( Basques. In the mid to late 19505, some men began worlci:ng as deckhands on the Great
Lakes ships. Sailing with the Great Lakes boats is still a considmtble source ofemployment
for male residents ofBumt Islands today. Curmttly in Bumt Islands, residents an: most
likely employed with the inshore fishery or with the fish plant. with the CN ferry service in
Ponaux Basques.. on the Gteat Lakes ships. or else they work in various service-related jobs.
1.4 Dial«t Loss in Burtlt IsIa.cIs
Newfoundland English varimes in general an: characterized by their conservative
nature. and their retention of many regional dialect features from southwest England and
southeast Ireland. Residents ofBurnt Islands. like many other NewfOlmdlanders. are aware
of the local variety of speech and are conscious of certain features of their native dialect.
Before 1958 when roads were constructed to connect neighbouring communities. Bumt
Islands was isolated. Apart from those residents who did not fish outside the community or
sail with the Great Lakes ships, on a seasonal basis, members oflhc community geoeral.J.ydid
not have much contact with the rest afthe world.. Todaythcre is much more oppottunityto
traveL and many modes of doing so.
Besides travelling for leisure, or to visit those who have left the area, residents of
Burnt Islands have been increasingly forced to leave the community, and in fact the province,
to seek employment since the failure ofthe fi.sbcry. Young people grow up knowing that
they have to [cave Burnt Islands in order to work and will eventUally build a life away from
bome. Very few young people aspire to work with the fishery since there is not much bope
for the future of the indusay. As a consequence. many young adults acquire two speech
varieties - the local dialect and a more supralocal register which will belp them prepare: for
a future in which they have to move away from the community to obtain further education
and employment.
Older residents and those who do not plan to move away also have a registerthat they
perceive as more standard than the local variety and tend to use it in more formal situations.
such as when they are in the presence of a more educated and/or higher class person (e.g. a
minister or teacher), as well as with non-local people. Then: are some linguistic feanues that
people view as very stigmatized and monitor more closely thaD others. People may even
switch from supraloca! to local variants in the same unerance when not carefully monitoring
their speecb in formal situations. Yet there are those who donot choose to use more standard
speech at all. These people may use local variants to show community membership, or
refusal to conform to the supralocal variety. There are many motivations for the register
selected in different situations but there is a systematic patterning for linguistic variation
among various social factors. It is this paneming that is being explored in lhis thesis.
With the current rapid rate of population depletion., it is important to document the
linguistic variety existing in Burnt Islands. Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (1995: 696) point
out the importance of studying endangered dialects of 'safe' languages, that is "'particular
varieties of a language whose unique status is threatened by other encroaching varieties of
the same language." The study of endangered dialects of non-threatened languages, even
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those as dominant as English. ""reveal features that are not found in more ma.instream
varieties and these need to be docwnented in order to provide a full representation of
diversity within language" (Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1995: 697).
Schilling-Estes and Wolfram (1999: 480) propose two models ofdialect death: I)
dissipation. in which the distinctive features of a variety diminish drastically due to
increasing contact with mainstream dialects, and 2) concentration. in which linguistic
distinctiveness heightens rather than diminishes as the dialect comes into increasing contact
with other varieties. At the same time, the dialect is considered moriblmd as it rapidly loses
speakers. They further (1999: 486) explain that -macrolevel socioeconomic and microlevel
sociopsychologica1 factors" are involved in "the maintenance or demise of moribund
languages and language varieties, as well as the nature of change in dialect death."
Mainland Canadian varieties of English and varieties of American English are
increasingly encroaching on the lmique variety of Newfoundland English spoken in Burnt
lslands. As residents travel oUlSide oftbe area. and as people come into the community from
the mainland. Burnt Islanders are increasingly coming into contact with the language
varieties of oUlSiders. However, as Scbilling-Estes and Wo1fram (1999) point out. CODtact-
based explanations do Dot provide a full account of dialect dissipation. "In particular, we
must consider not only the changing patterns ofcontact, but also speakers' attitudes toward
the changes affecting their community" (Schilling-Estes and Wolfram 1999: 509). They
(1999: 509-510) funher explain that relatively closed communities, Le. those with limited
interaction with the outside world. can be "'psydwlogically open. wholeheartedlyembraciog
11
the few cultural and linguistic innovations they happen to encounter," while relatively open
communities may be psycbologically dosed In addition to face-ta-face contact. bere as
elsewhere in Newfoamdland. the extensive exposure to the media - television, radio. movies
- can also contribute to the Canadianization and Americanization onocai residents. although
it is not a major source oflinguistic change. However, from these sources Newfotmdlandcrs
can form judgemcnu aboUI wbat constitUIc prestigious speech fcarurcs. and approximate
these in their more standardized, formal speecb style. YOWlg people in particular seem to
be very influenced by what is in the media.
Although most oftbe linguistic features examined sociolinguistical1y in this study
have realizations typical of rural areas of the province originally settled from southwest
England. it is not known how the usage offorms patterns socially in this area. In addition.
linguistic investigation in Burnt Islands has revealed some rare and unique features that are
previously undocumented. Though the aim of this study is not to provide a full dialect
description. several unusual features of this area are descn"bed in Section 2.12.
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2. THE BURNT ISLANDS STUDY: SOCIOLINGUISTIC BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
This cbapter outlines the sociolinguistic groundwork for the Bwnt [Slands study.
The main purpose ofmis study is to investigate how social factors co-vary with a number of
linguistic features in the community. The nine linguistic features that are examined in this
study were carefully selected for analysis according to criteria described below in section
~.l.l. Section 2.12 provides a briefdescription of some unusuailinguistic features which
exist in Burnt [stands. but were not analysed in this study. In section 2.2, the linguistic
variables under investigation are described. Analysis was based on a corpus collected from
twelve participants selected to represent three age groups and both genders (see 2.3 and 2.4
below). Two speech styles were examined (section 2.5), and the significance of the
independent variables (Age and Gender) was tested statistically via analysis of variance
(section 2.6).
2.1.1 Selection of Lioguistic Van.bles
According to Labov (1972a), if the linguistic variables to be stUdied in a speech
community are to be linguistically revealing and usefW. they should be selected according
to the following criteria:
First we want an item. that is frcqucnt.•..in the course of undirected natural
conversation....sccond it sbould be struetura.I: the more the item is integrated
into a larger i)"Stem. of functioning units, the greater will be the intrinsic
linguistic intcrest....'Third, the distribution of the feature should be highly
stratified....over a wide range of age levels or other order strata of society.
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We would like the feature to be salient but we value inununity from
conscious distortion. (Labov 1972a: 8).
Obviously, it was not possible to analyse the variation displayed by every single
variable linguistic feature that occurs in the Bwnt Islands speech community; Labov (1966:
49) recognizes that it is ~desimble to select a small number for intensive study." Just as it
was not possible to describe all the variable linguistic features in Burnt Islands, it was not
desirable to focus in considerable depth on just a couple of individual variables. Since the
area was not investigated previously, it was decided that it would be beneficial to investigate
many features. Furthermore. the selection ofonly ODe or two features would be arbitrary and
might give an erroneous picture ofwhat is occurring in the commtmity in light ofthe several
different social stratification patterns which emerged from the present study. Based on the
above criteria. eight phonological variables (six vocalic. twO consonantal) and one syntal:tic
variable were selected for detailed investigation and analysis. Before I describe the variables
to be investigated. however. I will give a brief overview of some of the more lD1usual
linguistic features which cbaracterize the area..
1.1.2 The LiDpistic Character ofBllI"D.t Islands
The language variety of Burnt Islands is uninfluenced by the Irish element of
Newfoundland; absent are linguistic features cbaracteristic ofIrisb Newfoundland English
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such as the 'dear' postvocalic N J of words like pill aod the slit fricative proo.UDciatioo of
postvocalic f1I in words like sit mel Mrtu (c[ Paddoclc 1982. Clarke 1991), People
unfamiliar wilh~ from Burnt Islands often comment 00 the speed at which lbey
speak. The language variety bas fearu:res typical of rural English-settled areas of
Newfoundland; however. as mcntioaedabove. it also contains some uousual and previously
uodoc1.DDented features.
A5 in many other areas OfNewfOWldland. tbetaJ8I.4 the fricative found in words like
'math.' and 'thought." is variably realized in Burnt Islands as an alveolar stop [t). In non-
initial positon (eg. 'math'). it also occurs as a labiodental fricative [fl. which is also fouod,
though fairly rarely, in certain rural areas ofNewfouodland settled from Southwest England.
Ye1 in addition. an uncommoo nonstandard variant of18/. an alveolar voiceless fricative [5J.
can occur in word-final and intervocalic positions in Burnt Islands. This variant is
previously uodocumented in Newfoundland Capmred in this study are pronunciations of
words like 'bath'!bz61 as [bcs). aDd ·Mattbew'/mae6juwl as [mzsjuw). The fricative (s)
variantofthetaJ8/cannotoccurin word-initiaJ position-18i1jkl cannot be (siJjk). Therefore
theta 181 has multiple variants in Burnt Islands. depeDdina: on its position. Word-initiaUy.
the standard theta (8] variant and the stop variant are posslDle - the labiodental fricative (fl
and alveolar fricative [s1 variants are DOt. [n word-medial and word-final positioo four
The slant bnlcket5 (phonemic bracketS) represent the pbonemic representation of a soUDd. while
square brackets (phonetic brackets) represent tile pbone or allophone.
• The IPA transcription system was used in this stUdy.
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variants are possible: the standard theta [6], stop [t], labiodental fricative [f] and alveolar
fricative [5].
Because the [s] variant is stigmatized and inf'rcquent, it did not prove suitable for
quantitative investigation in this stUdy. The stop [t] and fricative [f] are the most frequent
realizations. while the standard theta [6] tends to be used in the most fonnal. careful speech.
The (5} variant is the most stigmatized - yotmger people do not use this variant often. nat
aU. In the interViews conducted for the present study, none ofthe younger participants used
the [s] variant. However. the two older age groups used this variant occasionally during the
interViews.
In the variety spoken in Bumt Islands. the voiced counterpart of theta. eth 161. the
fricative fOlDld in words like ·weather: ·bathe: and 'though: bas a voiced alveolar stop
variant [d] and a voiced labiodental fricative (v] variant in word-medial and word-final
position. Thus a word tike ·breathe' lbJij&'. caD be pronOlDlCed [bJijd] or [bJijv] and 'father'
/fa~1 can be pronounced {fod&] or [fovao.]. Like its voiceless counterpart, the voiced
labiodental fricative [v] variant does not occur in word-initial position. Eth IfJI. however,
does not have a voiced. alveolar fricative [z] variant - 'weather' Iwr.oa-I is DOl realiz:cd as
*[wtz8'] nor is ·bathe' Ibej31 realized as *(bejz].
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A second lDlusual feature found in Burnt Islands is • fricative variant Ul of lhe
affiieate /tfl in word-initial position.' Thus ·choke' /tfowkl may be realized as UowkJ or
-chicken' ItfIkanl as UIkan]. The mvariant oftbc affricate "I is not possible in other
positioos; in word fina.I position. ·beach' Jbijlfl is DOt realiz.ed as -[bUn oordocs it occur in
word-medial position. as ·piteber'/pI1fcw is DOt -(PII&-J- The mvariant is not common
among younger people; during the interViews conducted for this study, no adolescents used
iL This variant is rare and highly stigmatized_ It did nor occur frequently during the
interviews. although it was used byseveral speakers on occasion. namely older males. as well
as some males and females of the middle age group. Consequently, this variant was not
appropriate for sociolinguistic investigation in thi5 study.
In historica1lrish English. initial tlfl may become 'l'; thus, for example, 'cbccks·
becomes -sheiks· (0 bUrdaill997)_ Williams (1987: 202) also states that ·chive'
pronounced with initi.a1 en occurred in Dorset. Sc.ot1and, and oortbem [re!and. A
somewhat different pattern bas also been noted in many southwest English regional
diaJects. namely altemariOlU between [s] and ill: mmay be realized as [5], so that
·shrunk· may become .snmk,' and [51 may be realized as [D, e.g. 'suit' being pronounced
as ·shoot.· This [J]/(5] alternation bas been noted for Wessex (Rogers 1979), Wiltshire
(DanneU and Goddard 1991) and the Early Modem Southwestern English diaJects of
Cornwall, Devon and Somerset (Matthews 1939)_ While initial preconsontaJ lsi is
occasionally articulated as UJ in Newfouodland English, this realization did not emerge in
the present stUdy.
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LiDguistic Variables
2.2.1 Voalic Variables
Six vocalic variables were investigated in this srudy -(E)-. (I). (orC). (aj). law). and
IE):
The variable(EI represents the .£" sound in words lik.e "bet' and 'pen.' that is. in me
lexical set corresponding to items containing standard English lu /£}. The standard variant
of this variable is [£1. a mid-front lax vowel, The local variant is [II, the raised counterpan
of [EI. so that words lik.e 'set' and 'bell' may become 'sit' and 'bill" in many areas of
Sewfowtdlandte.g, Soscworthy 1971. Paddock 1981, Colbourne 1982. Clarke 1985.lanari
199·-1). The raised variant of tEl has been associated with areas in Southwest England.
particularly Com....-all. Devon and Somerset (Wakelin 1986: :! I). It has also been noted in
Wiltshire:: for example, Dannell and Goddard (1991: xiv) stale that -[~ft, sm~[[, and htt/~
become Wl. smill. and Jdddl~.-
As per the usual sociolinguistic convention. linguistic variables are represented in
parentheses.
( perfonned all the uan.scription On a purely auditory basis. As vocalic variables
represent phonetic continua.. and thereby pose problems for transcribers. every effon. was
made to ensure reliability: the phonetic space associated ....ith each variant was carefully
established in consultation ....·ith a Memorial University phonetician. and any problematic.
Le.. phonetically intcnnediate. token was disregarded.
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The variants for 1£1 in Bumt lslands are mid lax [1:] and the traditionally raised [I)
proaunciatioo..
(I):
This variable (I) represents the IJI souod in words like 'pit' and 'bin.' thar: is. the
lexical set correspooding to items containing standard English lax IJI. Three variants have
been noted for this variable in Newfoundland: the standard variant [IJ. a high lax vowel; a
local variant [I:J'. its lowered COtmtetpart; and lastly a tensed (i]. Like the previous variable
(E). the local variants of (I) are inherited from Southwest England. especially CornwaJl.
Devon and Somerset (Wakeiin 1986). Both this lowered (I) and tensed [i] have also been
documented in Wiltshire: ~l short becomes e. as breng, bring. drenJc.. drink. =et. sit. pegs.
pigs, Occasionally it islengthcoed into ee, as leetle.little- (Goddard and DartDeU 1991: xiv).
Lowering was more widespread in southern British English. as Parish's(187S: 7) comment
on the Sussex dialect suagesu: ~j becomes e in pet for ph. spct for spit and similu'NOrds.-
The local variants ofbotb (I:) and(l} described above have been documented in other
Newfoundland specd1 communities such as Grand Bank (Noseworthy 1971), Carboncal'
(Paddock t 981), Long lslmd, Notre Dame Bay (Colbourne 1982). and in Burin (Lmari
It is possible that a merger of IJI and 1£/ bas occurred for some Bumt Islands speakers
and for some residents of other Newfoundland commlmities. The question ofmerger bas.
however. not been investigated in previous studies ofNewfotmdlmd English and of
southwest British English. Since detailed investigation of phonological conditioning was
beyond the scope ofthis thesis, this issue is not addressed here. and (I) and (1:) arc treated
as separate phonological variables. Further study is obviously warranted.
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1994). In Burnt Islands, the tense long [i] can be heard. but it is not a common realization
of(I). Thus only two variants. supralocal[I] and traditional [&]. were examined in this study.
3. torC):
The variable (orC) represents the "'~rl sound which occurs before a consonant in
words like 'horse" and 'bom: The vowel in the standard variant or this variable is [~l. a
low·mid back rounded vowel. Locally. this vowel may become unrounded. lowered and
fronted to. at when followed by·rl plus consonanl. so thar words like 'stonn' and 'shon' may
be pronounced as 'starm' and "shan.· ..
Historically. unrounded variants of (orC) have been documented in Southwest
England. in dialects of areas such as Cornwall. Devon. and Somerset (Kirwin and Honen
19861. Wiltshire (Dannell and Goddard 1894), and Dorset (Barnes 1863). Such
pronunciations have also been nOted in many areas of NewfoundIand. among them Long
Island. Noue Dame Bay (Colbourne 1982). CarbonearlPaddock 1981 ) and the Burin region
(Lanari 19941.
This stUdy considers only the shon :~I before·rl followed by a consonant.. not reflex.es of
Middle English long ~i" in words such as ·hoarse.· 'more.' and ·mourning.· Following
Colboumc:'s( 1982: 11-12) analysis of words with the -oar•• --ore. and -ofU- spellings. it is
likely that the phonemic distinction between shan :~I and loog /~I before Irf exisu in
Burnt Islands as it does on Long Island. since bom communities are settled from
southwest England. The presence in the word lisl: used in this study ofthe pair 'horse"
and 'hoarse" failed to provide information on this point. since both were anicuJated
cxc!usi'l:cly ....ith a rounded [:lr]-like variant by all Burnt Islands participants,
The raoge ofunroUDded proaUDciatioas of(OIC) which exists in Burnt Islands was
represented as [erl, so that the distinction for this variable was binary: supraJocai [:)r) aDd
traditional [erl-
4. (aj):
This variable represents the diphthong lajl in words like 'pie', 'height' and 'fried.'
Outside the pre-voiceless obstruent environment, the standard variant oftbis variable is [aj},
a diphthong with a low-eentral onset. lbis is a diphthoog which, in Canadian English. is
affected by "Canadian Raising," in that the onset ofthe diphthong is raised to mid central [e)
when followed by a voiceless consonant (Chambers and Hardwick 1986). Kirwin (1993)
notes that the lajl diphthoog in Newfol.ID.dland can raise before voiceless coasonants. and
attributes this pattern to SOUlCe varieties in Britain and lre!and.
lanari (1994l. who studied this variable in Burin. examined thRc variants: c:entral
low raj). raised [9Jl and rounded [:Jj). The third variant [:Jj) does DOt exist in Burnt IsIaDds.
01'" at least DOl in the sample surveyed. Though this rouoded variant occun in Southwest
England., it seems 10 be more predominant in Irish-sett.lcd areas ofNewfol.ID.dlmd than in
Englisb--settled areas. However,lhe Burnt Islands variety does possess an additional variant:
fronted raised [tj].
The three distinctions made for the variable (ai) for this study are stand.ard-like low
[aj), raised [aj] and the local [tj] realization. These 1b.rec variants were examined in all
linguistic environments.
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5. (aw):
This variable represents the diphthong (awl in words like ·DOW.· ·out.,· and ·crowd.'
In N~wfoundland English. this variabl~ is often heard as [awl. with a central low nucl~us.
in Canadian English the diphthong is also subject to Canadian Raising: the nucleus raises
to mid back [.....] before voiceless consonants while in the ·elsewhere· environment. the
nucleus is low back[e] (Hung. Davison and Chamhers 1993). Hung. Davison and Chambers
([993) note a change in progress in the speech ofyooog urban Canadians. for whom this
Canadian Raising rule no longer holds: the onset of diphthongs is often rn.ised and fronted
in the ·elsewhere· environment. Moreover. in the pre-voiceless environment. the onset is not
always raised. The Hung et al. study also found that the fronting of the nucleus proved to
be stratified by age. in that yoooger speakers are fronting more than older speakers: it was
also stratified by gender. as females are the innovators.
In pans ofNewfolUldland settled from southwest England. a fronted and sometimes
raised nucleus for law) represents an inherited feature. This nucleus is most likely the result
ofa sixteenth and seventeenth cenrury phonological process in traditional dialects ofDevon.
cast Comwalland Sornerset.England (Wakelin 1977: 88). This fronting has been preserved
in the Burnt Islands area.
Lanari (1994) also studied. awl sociolinguistically in Burin. and investigated four
variants: low central [awJ. raised [awl. fronted [£w] and monophthongal [a(:)}. The first
three ofthese variants also occurred in my sample. while the monophthongal variant did not.
Thus three variants are investiptc:d in aU linguistic contats for Burnt Islands: low (aw),
r1ised (aw) and raised and fronted [£wI.
6. (uw):
lbe variable (uw) represents the luwl diphthong in words like "too" and ·move." 1be
conservative standard variant of this variable in NewfOUDdlanc1 English is a high back
rounded diphthong, [uw}. Historically, in SoUlhwestEnglaod, particularly in We-~1: Somerset,
Devon and Cornwall, the pronunciation of[uw] is "'with a vet)' front '(1' vowel like the u of
French or the '0.' ofGmnan" (TrudgillI990: 43). Wakelin (1985: 25) also notes that the
'very 'fronted" sound is found. ...in bootJood, moon, spoon. good. took., coot. etc.~ This
study wiU only consider the tense (uw)- that is, the lexical set altemating between tense and
lax vowels (words Like 'spoon." 'boot,' ·room..· "broom.' etc.) will be excluded from the
analysis. This frontui variant of(uw) is present in the speech n:penoire ofBumt islands
-"on.
Lanari (1994) also investigated{uw) in Burin. She fOUDd, however. that the &outed
variant (as in 'school') was most associated with the desceDdaots oflrisb. migrants to the
Burin region. This is DOt the case in the current studysiDce Bunn 1s1aDds consists IarFlyof
residents ofEnglish descent..
The variants for(uw) are high back rounded (uw] and the traditional fronted variant,
here represented as [YW], though the second element ofthe diphthong may also be fronted.
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2.2.2 COasoDaDtai V.rUbles
Two consonantal variables were investigated in this study: vocoid I]j and ,'hI-
deletion.
I. flI-vocalization:
Thcn:: an areas oroon-lrish-settled NewfolDldland that "drop" the IV in postVocalic
position in words (ike 'pool' and 'fell.' The vocalizatiOD oflV mayrcsult ina vocalic glide
or in the totaldisappcaJ1li1Ce oftbclV. Colbourne( 1982) studicdlV.-dclateIa.lizationon Long
Island. and found a vocoid variant (which includes IV deletion) to be overwhelmingly
favoured in all styles. The vocalization of111 also occws in parts ofEngiand. paJticularly the
southeast, which has the "loss of '1' at the end of words like 'school' and 'fool''' as a
distinguishing feature ofthe lUU (Trudgill 1990: 43); CU!'Tetltly, however, IV vocalization is
spreading in British English, Brooks (1972: 45) has noted that in Dorset and Wiltshire,
postVocalic ,IV was lost, cspeciaIly before particular consonants in words like 'help' and
'self.' It is possible, then. that/1/vocalization was an incipient development in the southwest
English dialect brought to Ncwfuundland. and was, to judge from the Colbourne (1982)
study at [cast. expanded in the Newfoundland context.
In areas ofNewfoundIand when:: IV vocalization occurs. the alternative variant in
pDstVocalic position is the "darlc" 111, velarizcd, lateral [t]. The same is true for Burnt
Islands. The distinction for this variable is therefore binary: in postvocalic position, the 111
is either a lateral (contoid) or it is DOt (i.e., it is eithcrvocalic or deleted),
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") initialfbldcletion
[n some parts of Newfoundland. outside the lrish-settl.ed Avalon peninsula., a
common linguistic behaviour is to delete the fbi at word initial position. so that 'happy' may
solDld like "appy: Anothercommon bebaviouroflbl in areas ofNcwfoundiand settled from
southwest England is its insertion in initial position of a stressed syllable that otherwise
would begin with a vowel. For example, 'uncle' may become 'h'unclc' or 'ann' may be
'h'urn: [n the southwestern dialects of English (e.g. those of Cornwall, Devon and
Somerset) in the Early Modem period, "there are a fair number ofexamples oCme aspiration
ofnormally initial vowels" (Matthews 1939: 206). The pbenomenonoffbl·insertion will not
be analysed in this study as it did not occur sufficiently often or systematically in the Burnt
Islands sample. However, this was not the case for 1hI-dcletion. In Newfoundland.. the
deletion and insertion of !hi have been documented by Kirwin and Hollett (1986), and
investigated in an educational context (Whelan 1978).
The distinction for this variable is binary: either the [b] is present or not in the
relevant linguistic environment, namely, words that in standard English contain word·initial
'hi.
1.2.3 The Grammatical Variable or ProDOlol. ExcbaDle (PEl
This variable represents the use ofeither the standard object proooun fonn in stressed
object position orthe traditioaal subject pronoun form in the same position, Thus 'Give me
that' or 'Give that to me' may be realized in Bumt ls!ands as 'Give (that' or 'Give that to
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r when the personal pronoun object is stressed. This fcanue is inherited from southwest
England. -In the south. more than anyvr."bere else. '-"'C find pronoW'lS exchanging their
functions....but there usually seems to be restriction on this process where.... the subject fonn
is used only as the empbatic fonnoftheobjectte.g.lfoldsM)- (Wakelin 19n: lool. This
grammatical ,..ariable has not been previously investigated sociolinguistically in
Newfoundland. although Paddock (1982) has documented its geographic distribution on the
island.
It should be noted here that Pronoun Exchange. as a grammatical feature. and a
highly salient one at that. might be expected to panern slightly differently from the
phonOlogical features in this study. Speakers are often more aware of their usage of
grammatical ,,'ariables than phonological variables (as a result. for example. of the
prescriptive norms they encounter ....ithin the education system). and are thus bener able to
self-monitor and suppress their usage of local grammatical variants.
The distinction fOf this \-ariable is binary: the pronoun in the stressed object position
is cilber a standard Object proDOllll fonn or the subject proooun fonn.
2.J Social Van_hies
The social factors ofage and gender are being investigated in this study. while social
class is not. James Milroy (1992:153) notes that age and gender are often ""'treated as
secondary to socioeconomic class: yet it is not necessary to assume that social class
differences are in all circumstances primat)' motivators for change Of that it would be
:.
appropriate inall societies to make this assumption: it is quite possible that speaker variables
other than social class are in some cases primary in linguistic variation and change. or that
they interact in a complex way,M
2.3.1 Ace
Age is predicted to be a significant variable in Burnt Islands, The sample wu
stnltified to encompass three generations of speakers: Older (65+). Middle (35-45) aod
Younger(13-15).
Scx:iolinguistic studies conducted in NewfoundJaod have shown age to be significant
(e.g. Colbourne 1982: Clarke 1991: Lanari 1994). Clarice (199t) found that amoog folD'
social variables examined in SL John's English. age proved to be lhe most importanL
Findings relating to age. however. have not been consistent acros.s communities. but are
affected bytbe social strue:tu:re oftheindividualcommlmiry. Forexample. Clarke( 1991)aod
Colbourne (1982) found older males to use significantly more local variants. while in Burin.
younger females (25-35) proved to be the least standard (l.anari 1994).
Following labov. in order to gain insight into linguistic changes in progress.. an
apparent time approach was used. Chambers (1995: t 93) explains apparent time as a
conmuct when Mdiffeml.t age groups ale observed simultaneously and the observatioos are
extrapolated as temporal.M This practice is widespread. in sociolinguistic studies today in
order to examine age as a social factor. as Milroy (1987a: 96) pointsoUL -evidence ofcbange
in progress is often provided by systematic difi'etences in apparent time,-
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The age groups were selected to represent three generations that would reflect the
greatest social differences. The older generation (65+) enjoyed job security all their lives.
ODe older male participant remarked that ''we had no education but we always had ajob and
right now you need grade 12 to get ajob.~ The fishery allowed men in this age group to
travel outside the commtmity. mainly to otbcr areas ofNcwfotmdland and to Nova Scotia.
Sriil economically secure. the older residents are free to travel and know that they can spend
the rest of their lives in the commtmity, not having to worry about employment. Those in
the middle age group (35-45). however, have had less economic security; most are feeling
the disastrous effectS oflhe 1992 fishing moratorium and are seasonally employed. Some
in this age group !»ill rely on the fishery. Many are faced with the possibility of having to
move away to find work while others refuse to give up and survive on what work is available
in the area. Some arc so deeply rooted in the community that they can never imagine
leaving.
An adolescent group (13-15) was included in the sample since investigation ofthe
usage of linguistic features in this age group would be particularly interesting in light ofthe
current rate ofout-migration of young people in the province. As mentioned earlier. many
young people grow up expecting to move away either to go to school or to look for work.
This factor may influence the linguistic behaviour ofadolescents. Interviews with the yotmg
participants in my sample confirm that they arc faced with a dilemma; they want to live in
Bwnt Islands in the future but know that they cannot build a prosperous future in the
commtmity. Most envision a career in something otherthan the fishery. Given the economic
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insecurity oftheir parents. the fishery does Dot appear to appeal to the yoUlh. especially for
those who plan to go to post-secondary iDstitutions to train in other areas of employment.
Several researchers have noted the advantages ofworking with adolescents. Labov
(1972b) points out that there is increased likelihoodofcapturingpW'e vernacular speech with
adolescents thaD with older speakers. Other advantages DOted by Cheshire (1982) are that
adolescents have a greater acceptance of an adult researcher, they have more free time for
interviews and are less inbJ"bited in the presence of recording equipment.
2.3.2 Wilder
As in most sociolinguistic studies, gender was predicted [0 be a significant social
variable in Burnt [Slands. Gender differentiation in the usage of phonological variables
clearly exists in Newfotmdland, but patterning bas failed to be entirely consistent. While
most Newfotmdland sociolinguistic studies conducted have shown that men are less standard
than females on the whole (e.g. Colbourne 1982; Clarke 1991). Lanari (1994) found that
younger working class females (25-35 years) in the Burin region., whose ties to the area are
strong., were the least standard ofall the social groups investigated. The present study will
investigate how Burnt [slands men and women compare in the usage of the selected
variables.
It is expected that gender role and employmenr differences will be reflected in the
speech ofBurnr [Slands residents. Most males typically worked with the fi.shety or in the fish
plant.. As in Ihe community ofBurin investigated byLanari (1994), those who fished spent
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most of their time away from home uound Nova Scotia or other areas ofNewfoWldland.
mainly in the company ofother men. Those who did not work with the fishery often sailed
on the Great Lakes boats with other men for extended periods of time while others well:
employed with the Canadian National Railway. Women remained in Burnt Islands and
raised families; those who worked outside of the home were employed mostly in the fish
plant. The middle-age generation make a living in much the same way as the older
generation: there is less work. but fishing. the fishplant. Great Lakes., and the CN ferry are
the major employers for males. while women are employed in the fishplant and in stores. or
else stay at home and raise families. Thus gender-related differences in occupation and
geographical mobility existed. in the older age group and these are still evident in the middle
age group. On the other band. the yOWlger generation plans to make a living in a different
way. Both males and females in the adolescent age group of my sample aim to attain post-
secondary education. move away and work in something other than the fishery. In this age
group. gender role differentiation is considerably less evident.
1.3.3 SocioecoBOmiC Qos
A factor that: bas been fOlmd to be significant in sociolinguistic stUdies in
NewfOlmdland(Paddock 1981; Clarke 1991; Lanari 1994) as well as elsewbere(e.g. Labov
1966; Trudgill 1974) is socioeconomic class. I will not be investigating this factor in the
present study. It has been acknowledged. that social class is relatively bard to define: "Social
class is a broad., 1arge-scale category'" that is a "difficult notion to pin down" (Milroy 1987b:
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13). Social class is usually defined by relative characteristics such as income. education,
oc:cupation. resideDce or lifestyle. 10 a rural area it is even man: difficult to define social
class. since people are largely undifferentiated with respect to these charac:tc:ristics. Guy
(1988: 43) acknowledges the d.if:6culty faced by sociolinguists in defining social class in
ecooomies that, like NewfOUDdland's, are ruraJ. and resoun::e.based "'the number of
·nonstandard· speakers is vast. typically coostituring a large majority of the popularion.~
Like manyoutpOrtS. Burnt lslands can be descn"bedas a "'traditionaJ'"communitywberetbere
has always been high involvement in the fishery. and few ifany obvious socioeconomic class
differences. As Colbourne (1982: 19) remarks about Long Island, Notre Dame Bay: ~I could
Dot group along social class lines since there appeared to be very little social class structure
in the comm.unity.....Ninery~ix pereent ofthe population would have been considered lower
or working clas.s.~ Reid (1981:14) was also unable to define social class in Bay de Verde
where the worlcing class ""would encompass almost the entire population.~ Previous
NewfoUDdlaDd studies CODSidering soc:ioec.momic class (Paddock. 1981: Clarke 1991 ; Lanari
1994)were coodueted in Iatger commercial caners where people could be ordered accordin&
to class distinctions. In Bumt lslaods. a -middle class" is almost entirely tlOI1-eXisteDt:
2.4 Saaapliac MdhodolocY
The primary focus of many sociolinguistic studies bas been large urban areas such
as New York City (Labov 1966). Here, an important concem is representativeness. and
hence random sampling is used. To obtain a representative sample in the rural area tmde:r
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investigation in the present study, random sampling is not required. Since the area is
relatively homogeneous in terms ofsocioeconomic status and contains only approximately
800 people,judgement sampling is appropriate and fairly representative ofme speakers. As
Milroy (l987a: 26) points out, ""the principle underlying judgement sampling is that the
researcher identifies in advance the types ofspeakers to be StUdied and then seeks out a quota
ofspeakers who fume specified categories." Given the small population ofthe area., random
sampling would Dot be the most appropriate method for selecting participants. Since my goal
was to access vernacular speech styles. sampling through the social networks of contacts I
aln:ady had in the area was expected to be more fruitfuJ than formal random methods. These
contacts knew the people in the area as well as who would best fit me criteria I had specified
for participants. As mentioned previously, the population of Btnnt Islands is relatively
homogenous - most people belong to the same class and are ofthe same religion. However.
there are some people who do D.ot lit the mold. By using judgement sampling, measures
would be taken to ensure that the sample would be socioeconomically unifonn and that
people who did not best represent: the population of Btnnt lslands were not included. [
selected people who belong to the same class; they worked with the fishery, fish plant, or
Great Lakes boats (or, in the case of the adolescc:nts.. had parents are employed in these
occupations). In each age group, all participants bad approximately the same amount of
education. As well I decided to make use of group interviews in which the interviewees
would know each other. Selecting participants via random sampling would not allow this
selection process to operate according to these criteria.
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Previous rural sociolinguistic studies inNewfomdlmd have typically usedjudgement
sampling as a means of selecting informants and havc been successful in doing so (Reid
1981; Colbourne 1982; Lanari 1994). Laoari selected informants"based on a personal
DCtWork csa.blished in the field" because "given the low population density of the Burin
reg:ion..••• a sampl~ thus selected would be representativc" (Lanari 1994: 31). Judgement
sampling is also the mOSl effectivc way to secure the number of interViews required given
limited rcscarc.b tUnc.
Following Mitroy (I 98Th: 44). I sampled within socia1 ncrworks of people. using a
'i'ricnd of a friend" approach in order to escape the effects of observation, or what Labov
(1966) calls the "observer's paradox." Milroy(l98Th: 44) DOlC$ that by using this technique.
she was abl~ to acquire a "status which was neither that ofinsidel', aorthar: ofoutsidcr. b\n
something of both - a fricod of a fricod. or more lCChnically•• sccood order netWork
cootaet..- This status allowed prolonged observation and varied intcnction over a longer
period oftime. t too was able to achieve this status and overcome a social barrier of sorts.
[am from the community. as are my sociaJ contacts., so there is. sense of belonging and
obligation. being a friend ofthc:sc contaet:s. At the same time., I am somewhat detached from
the local DCtWOrks since I havc been away from. the community for some time DOW. A3 suc:b,
I required the usc ofan inside intc:rvicwc::r (sec Scctioo 25.1).
Informants were selec:tcd to fit a matrix ofsix cells composed ofboth sexes aDd duec
age groups. Two people were interViewed per <:cU. giving a total oftwelve participants. By
comparison to other sociolinguistic studies. this ratio of representation is a high one for the
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approximately 800 residentS ofBwnt Islands: Labov (1966), for example, used fewer than
a hundred participantS to represent New York City.
Table 2.1: Participnt cell matrix
Male
Older (65+)
Middle (35-45)
Younger (13-15)
2.S The Interview
The tape-recorded interviews, consisting ofinformal and fonnal components, lasted
approltimately 2-3 bours each. depending on the nwnber of interviewees. Group dynamics
were used to aid in the access ofmore casual speecb styles; a community member (an inside
interviewer) and I (an outside interViewer) conducted interviews with two or three people
simultaneously. Both the inside interviewer and I conducted eacb interview. lnterviews
were recorded via a Sony TC-142 cassette recorder. The micropbone was attached to each
person for approltimately one bour during the group interview, allowing adequate amounts
of speecb per person for dose phonological analysis.
A recognized problem in sociolinguistic studies is accessing vernacular speech.
Labov (1966)acknowledges that sociolinguistic surveys etLCOuoterthe "observer's puadox""
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in that informants are aware that their speech is being observed by the interviewer. thus
creating problems in eliciting easuaL. ve:macu1ar speech. The interview is designed to
minim.iu this effect by attempting to reduce the amount of atte:otioo. that is paid to speech..
Two basic techniques have been used in language variarioo. studies to minimize the
effectS of observation. and both are employed in the present study_ The first is the use of
group interviews, which helps remedy the problem ofthe question-answertype offomw that
may emerge in the single-interViewer-single-interviewee setting (cf. Labov 1966: 104).
Labov notes (1972b) that in an interview be coaduet:ed with two interviewees,. the latter
tended to speak to each other mon: often than 10 the interviewer. thus providing a wider
variety ofspeech styles than in an individual recording session. Interviewees also tend to feel
more comfortable in this type of interview since they are DOt the only petSOo under
observation. The use ofgroupdynam.ics does not elim.inale the problem oftbe preseoce of
the observer. but it does. as Milroy (1987a) painn out. have the effi:ctof'"oumumbering" the
iotr:rviewer. A group interView increases the chmces ofcapcuring casual speech because it
can decrease the amount of attc:otioo paid to speech through reducing the formality of the
interview, This is particularly aue iftbe setting is made as informal as possl'bte (e.g. the
interviewees' own bomes).
A second technique is that ofan inside interViewer, as used. for example., by Lanari
(1994). This technique helps combat the effects of observation since the interviewer is
familiar to the interviewee. For example. incongruities in status, genderand age might affect
results iftbe interviewer is an educated. younger female and the interviewees are older males.
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A male inside interviewer or someone in the same age bracket would be more successful in
creating congruity in the situation. AsweU. anothcrpcrson ofthe same age, sex., or from the
same social network being interViewed at the same time will also help by means of group
dynamics. as discussed earlier.
After the informal interview. the more formal component of the interview was
conducted via the reading of a word list. Formal style usage was elicited for all variables
except the single grammatical variable examined in this StUdy. since this method would not
have worked in producing formal style for pron01Dl exchange. This word list was presented
at the end ofthe interView so that: participants would DOt be on their guard about their speech
from the start. By presenting the reading task at the end, participants then knew that [was
studyiug language and were more conscious oftheir speech which created the desired effect
of capturing more formal speech.
l.S.l Formal Style
Fonnal style in this study was elicited by use of a word list designed so that the
phonological variables 1Dldcr examination appear in a range ofphonological environments
in different words. Tbcword listcontained III items, with at least threc occunmces ofcach
variable in diffcrcm phonological environments. The word list was designed to incorporate
a variety oflinguistic variables that arc typically f01Dld in rural areas ofNewfoundIand settled
from southwest England. Linguistic variables for detailed analysis were then selected. based.
00 the criteria dcscnOcd in Sectioo 2.1.1. The version ofthe word list: used during eliciwion
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can be fOWld in the Appendix. Words~ arranged so thattbepbonological variables under
examination were not obvious. The words selected for the word list are in current use and
allowed for different levels of literacy.
Labov (1966) used several elicitation contexts designed ro range in formality. He
used minimal pairs to represent the most formal style. bID. word lists are not much farther
down on the scale offonnality since words in such lists an: pronounced in isolation. I chose
not to include a full range ofreading tasks as used by Labovand other researchers (e.g. Reid
1981; Colbourne 1982) since the taSks can be monotonous and sometimes insuJting to the
participants. although I did include thirteen minimal pairs as part oftbe fonnal component
of the interview (see Appendix). The minimal pairs ultimately were not analyzed as a
separate speech style. but were instead included in the analysis ofthe entire word list. The
word list designed for this study is not overly long but allows an adequate amotmt ofdata to
repon on the effects of stylistic variation.
2.6 Data ADalysis
The significance of independent variables (Age and Gender)~ tested separately
in each speecb style using the ANOVA subroutine oftbe Statistical Package for tile Social
Sciences (SPSS). Version 9.0. In each case., the input consisted of individual participant's
mean ratio ofusage. calculated by dividing the number ofinstances ofa local variant by the
total number of occurrences oftbat linguistic variable. In addition. a frequency index per
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variant was calculated by dividing the total numberofrcalizations ofeach variant examined
by the total number oftokens ofall variants ofthe variable it represents.
In the case ofAge, since there were three age groups, t·tests wen: condUC'1ed in order
to dctennine between exactly which age groups the significant difference in mean usage of
a featute lay. Stylistic variation was analysed by comparing cross-style percentages
calculated by dividing the number of instances of a local variant by the total number of
tokens occurring for each linguistic variable.
Though many current sociolinguistic studies utilize VARBRUL. a computerized
variable rule analysis program, this approach wasjudged inappropriate for the present study.
VARBRUL assumes the independence ofthe factors analyzed. The presentstudy examines
the effects ofsocial factors rather than linguistic ones (e.g. phonological environment), and
social factors are expected to interact.
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3. CASUAL STYLE R£SULTS
3.1 lattod.ctioa
This chapler reports the IUUlts ofstatistical analysis oftbe local vuiaots ofme aiDe
linguistic variables inve:stigued - six voe;:afu: «I). (c). (ore). (aJ). (aw) and (uw». two
eoosooantal «h) and (I» and one grarnrutica1 (PE) - in casual speech style. Analysis
revealed that in casual style. the social factors of Age and Gender influenced the sclectioo
ofme local variants ofnearly all the linguistievariables investigal:cd. lnfact.theonlyvar1aDt
to prove unaffected by the social factors was the raised proD\UleiatioD of(aj).
3.2.1 Tile Variable (t). as iD 'Kt' aad 'feDce'
Total NPilDlber ofToknls:so I lOS
In the ease of(£). the local raised [Il variant was used by the overall Bumt Islands
sample 46% of the time in easual speech style. As Table 3.1 indicates, there was •
significant main effect of Age 00 the usage of this varimL Older speakers used the IocaJ
feature more than middle aae speakers who. in tum. used the feature more than YOUDgt:r
speakers. Gender also proved significam for raised [I]. with males usins it significandy more
frequently than females.
AJthough both Gender and Age were significant for this feature, Gender and Age
interactions were not (p - 0.41). While gender differences were least apparent in the oldest
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age group. males in all age groups used the raised [I) pronUDCiatiOO more than their female
COWlterparts_
Ace(p <.01, F-96.2!, dr-1Il1)
Younger Middle Old..-
13-15 35-45 65+
0.25 0.51 0.75
0.08 0.36 0.70
0.16 0.43 0.72
This variable displays a Linear distribution.. with less of the local. featUre apparent in
the speech ofeach successive geoeratioa. Teenage females had by far the lowest mean usage
ofthe loc:al prolllmciation while males over 65 used it the mosl, a pattern which was [)'pical
ofme majority offeatures examined in this study.
Since the value for the degrees of freedom (df) for Gender is always III I and 2111 for
Age and the intenction between Age and Gender, the dfvaIue will not appear in the
tables for the remaininSlinguistic featureS examined.
3.2.2 The Variable (I), u ia "dUa' aDd "spin'
Total NumberofTolwas-ll46
The local lowered (£] variant ofthe (I) variable was used by tileoven.l1 sampleonJy
24% of the time in casual speech. Mean usage oCtile lowered (£] pronunciation of (I) was
significantJy different across age groups. Although the difference in means between the
middle and oldest age groups was considerable (a 0.21 difference; see Table 3.2). the only
difference to prove statistically significant was between the youngest and middle age groups
(t (6) - 0.57. p< .05).11
Gender also proved significant for the usage oftbc local vuiant of(I). with males
using it more frequently than females ovcrall a patern fairly consisteDt for localf~
throughout this study.
As Table 3.2 indicates. the Gender/Age interaction forme local variant [tl was also
significant. Although in the oldestand yOWlgcst groups males used more ofthe local feature
than their fcmale~ this pattem was ~crsed in the middle age group. with middle
age males proving to be the secood most standard social group for this feature.. As was often
the case in this study. teenage fcmales l&SCd the local pronunciation least frequently ofall
Age/Gender groups. In fact., the largest: diffc:n::oce in the mean usage of this local fear:ure
existed in the YOWlgest age group: teenage males used the ooastaDdard variaDt 29%~
'1 lbisequaDonrepresentStheresuluofat-test. Thet-valueinthiscaseissignificantattbe.OS
alpha level i.e. (p < .OS). The equation represems (1 (degrees oflRedom) - t-value. sipifi<:aPCe
levell.
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than teenage females. Uoexpectedly. the m.ean usage of the lowered [£} variant of(r) for
teenage males was higher than that of all other Age/Gender groups with the exception of
males aged 65 and over. This finding is somewhat surprising, since: in the case ofmost of
the features examined. younger males used less of the local variant than did members of
older age groups. iJRspective of gender.
031
0.43
Old«
65+)
037
0.07 0.18
036 0.14
0.21 0.16
e( <.0!i.F-1.9I
YOtmger Middle
(13-15) 35-4
031
0.19
<.O!i.F...g.IO
Goadu.....u
T.ble J.l.: The (£) nriaDtor(I). MeaD 11K, Ceader by Ace ill cu..1speech style
<.05.F-5
The social stratification pattern associated with (1) in Burnt Islands differs from that
ofat least one other naal Newfoundland sociolinguistic study. Lanari (1994) found that the
local. lowered variant of(I) was used only by "'two [ypicaUy standard speecb groups. younger
middJe cla.u and worlcing cla.u females. as well u among a typically NS (- ooo-standard)
speech group. older Me males." Lanari offers sevenl suggestions to explain this occum::DCC.
She suggests that 1:t] is not (and perhaps never was a stigItUllized vuiant in the Burio
region." Furthennore. she suggests that ..[t Jusage is simply not noticed given its infIequeot
use.- Although this infrequcot usage is also apparent in the Burnt Islands sample(as lowered
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variant of(r) was uscdonly 24% ofthe time in casual speech by participants in this survey).
results suggest that it is noticed among the speech community in Burnt Islands. and
somewhat stigmatized for certain social groups in Burnt Islands. This is confirmed by the
relatively large difference in mean usage beween the middle age group and the oldest age
group. as well as by the very low rate of usage of[£] on the part ofteeoage females.
3.2.3 The V.riable (orC). u in '(ork' aad "hom'
Total Number ofTokea.s == 147
The variable (arC) has a nonstandard unroundcd (Vr] variant which was used in
casual speech 36% of the time by the overall sample. As Table 3.3 illustrates., it is quite
apparent that this feature is male-associated: gendeT proved significant. with males using it
significantly mon: frequently than females (0.38 versus 0.11. n:spectively).
The mean usage ofthe local fer] pronWlciation was alsosignificantly different across
age groups. The Age profile is dearly linear. the usage of the local variant decreases with
each successive generation. Although there are obvious differences in degree of usage
between younger and middle age groups (a 0.23 difference in mean) and between the middle
and older age groups (a 0.16 difference), the only statistically significant difference that
emerged was between the YOUDgest and the oldest age groups (t (6) - -2.92. p < .05). By
comparison to speakers aged 65+, the teenagers of the sample have clearly adopted the
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supnlIocaI (~r] variant; in fact. the female tecnagtts totally avoided the local pronUDciarion
in their casual speech style.
Table 3.3 shows that the intenction between Age and Cicndcr in the usage of the
rwnstaodard variant of(orC) approaches significance (p '" 0.08). As for (t) and (1) in each
age group. males used the local variant oftbc (orC) variable more than females., though with
this variable. the gender diffcrenc:c in usage is much more apparent 10 older groups thaD in
the youngest age group. when: it has almost disappcam:l Older males used the unrounded
local pronunciation substantially more than their female counterparts (with a surprisingly
large 45% differem:e in mean usage). while middle age males used the feature 28% more
females of the same aae group. Th.is reflects the fact that this feature is a stigmatized
traditional variant that has largely been abandoned by yOlmger speakers. while middle age
and older speakers still use it to varying dcgrccs.
Even lbougb the ovenl.l uugeofthis feature is b..igbest amoogtbe oldest age group.
it is worthy ofDOte that it is the middle age males that are the secood most frcqtx:Dl users of
[et]. employing it twice as often as older females. This local variant is highly salicot, aDd
deDOIcscommunity membership. In this case. males in gcDCr.Il- but particularly middle age
and older males - seem to symbolize their local identity by means ofthis tratitiooal variant.
One middle-age male corrcded another male during the casual portion oftbc 10terView on
his usage oftbc feature; w[t's Jarge. DOt George. He's George one day, large the next,
depending on what you're doing and where you·re to.w
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Age differences influenud males man:: than females with respect to the usage ofthis
local feature. Table 33 shows that across age levels. female usage means arc much less
differentiated than those of males. More specifically. differences between the middle and
oldest age group in the usage oftbe local featw'e are greater among males (25%) than among
females (8%). Likewise. there is a 34% difference between the teenage male mean usage and
the middle-age male mean usage. while the difference between their femalecolmterparu was
only 13%.
. <.01. F== 2.2.90
Gcadorownll Younger Middle Older
(13-15) 35-45 65+)
0.38 0.07 0.41 0.66
0.11 0.00 0.13 0.21
0.04 O:n 0.43
It should be noted that although this traditiooal featw'e was used infrequently by
younger males. it was nonetheless represented in the youngest age group. showing that it is
still part of me speech repertoire of male teenagers.
3.1.4 TIle Variable (an. u ia 'five' aad 'tie'
Tobl Number ofToke'as -841
Three variants of (aj) were investigated in all linguistic contexts in this survey: a
central raised variant [ajl, a fronted variant [Ejl. and a low variant [aj). The raised [aj)
pronUDciation was clearly favoured in casual style. as it was used at a rate of 79% by the
overall sample. The fronted variant [E.il aDd the low variant [aj) were used 8% aDd 13%.
respectively. Only the fronted and rmsed variants~ analysed with respcc;:t to social
patterning in this study.
3.2.4.1 RaiHd [ajl
Neither Age DOt Gender had significant main effects on the usage ofme raised [aj)
variant of(aj). Further. Age and Gmdcr did not intcraetsignificantJyto influence the usage
ofthis feature either. As this feature is not linked with the social variables investigated. the
[aj) variant of(aj) is not representative of any pazticuJar group. The raised variant is the
Burnt Islands norm.. and is the variant selected most of the time in casual speech by the all
groups in the sample (see Table 3.4).11 Lanari (1994) found that in Burin. yOWlget' speakers
used the raised variant considenlbly more than older speakers. and noted that this
The high oven.ll rate ofraising suggests that all linguistic contexts were affected and
th~ was an environmental ""noIH:ffect"" - there was an absence ofa "'Canadian Raising"
panern. Since the raised variant occurred regularly in all contexts. and not simply before
a voiceless obstruent. [aj) and [awl did not appear to follow a '"Canadian Raising"
pa'='
pronunciation did not appear to be stigmatized. Then: was little difference among the age
groups in Burnt Islands in the usage of this feature. JUSt as there were no large usage
differences between male and female speakers in each ofthe age groups. or between males
and females in general.
A It NOD-si il.
Younger Middle Older
13-15 35-45 {65+
0.79 0.89 0.81
0.74 0.81 0.73
0.77 0.85 0.77
3.2.4.2 FroDted (eil
Although Gender did not have a main effect on the usage of the fronted variant of
(aj], Age did. There were small. yet significant., differences among the age groups in Burnt
lslands in the usage ofthis feature. The oldest speakers used this feature more than middle
age speakers who in rum used it more than the youngest speakers - a pattern lhat suggests
that (aj) fronting is a local feature that may have been variablypresem in thecomuumity for
some time. Age did Dot significantly interact with Gender. In the Y01Dlgest and the oldest
age groups, males used this feature only 1-2% more than females and in the middle age
group. females led the males but only by 4%. As in the case of the raised variant of{aj),
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there were DO brge usage diffetences among maJe and female speakers in each of the age
groups. and in this case. no difference between maJes and females in general.
. < .05. F -7.)9
YOUDgeT Middle Old«
13-15 35-45 .5.
0.04 0.06 0.13
0.03 0.10 0.11
0.04 0.08 0.12
With such infrequent ovendI usage ofa feature. it is difficult to deduce definite social
group prefernces. Yet from the data analysed. it is fair to say that usage of fronted (aj) is
declining with each successive generation. and that genderdoes DOt playa role in this gradual
lou.
3.2.5 The variable (aw). as i.a 'loud' aad 'liouse'
Total Number ofTokns = 482
Three variants of(aw) were examined in aU linguistic environments. The favoured
casual style variant was the fronted [£w]. which was used 53% ofme time by the overall
sample. The raised variant [awl bad a 37% ovendI usage. while the low variant [awl was
used only 10% ofthe time. Age: did not prove significant for any ofthe three variants., while
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Geodcrwas significant for both the fronted [£w) and the raised [awl variants. CooscqueotJy.
only these two variants were analysed with respect 10 social patterning in this study.
3.2.5.1 FroDted {ewl
'The fronted variant of (aw) was clearly the female prefumce. and females used it
significantly more frequently than males - 20% more overall. as Table 3.6 illustrates. 'The
lendency to use the fronted pronlDlCiatioo was not significantly affected by Age. 'The age
distribution of the usage oflhis fcanuc was not linear, each generation used the feature at
about the same rate. with the middle age group displaying the lowest mean usage and the
oldest age group the highest. Furthermore. Gender did not interact significantly with Age:
in each ofthe three age aroups examined. femaJes used the fronted variant more than males.
Middle Older
354 65+
OJ9 0.45
0.60 0.68
0.50 0.57
••
It sbouJd be Doted tba1 (aw)-fimting bas been DOted u a fe:alUR; ofinnovative urban
canadian English. where it ocxurs mostly amoog younger speakers and females (e.g. HUD&
Davison aod Chambcn 1993). Lanari (1994) found tba1 in her sample ofme Burin region.
a fnmted variant of(aw) was used exclusively by youngerspeakcrs (35-45). She 5Ul&estS
(1994: 50) that the younSet generation in Burin MIlke their cotmterparts in other Canadian
<:ommunities~ inrroduciDg an innovative (aw) varianL" In Burnt Islands.. the fact that the
feature exists to such a degree in the oldest generation suggests that it represents a traditional
fronted variant of(aw) inherited from southwest England. However, this variant does Dot
panern like many otherttaditional features in the <:ommunity in that its usage is Dot declining
with age. and in that it is more associated with females than with males. What may be
happening is that the usage of this inherited variant bas not declined amoDg successive
generatioasdue to mnf'on:ement by the innovative, somewhat "'trendy," fronted(aw) variant
in other Canadian speech <:ommunities. It is worthy ofDOte that akbougb gender differerx:es
wereapparentinall~thelargestgapexistedintbeolder.thcomiddle-age,groups..
Thus the gender gap appean to be closing somewhat amoog)'OWlser speakers for frooted
(aw).
3.2.5.2 Raised (aw)
Although this feature did Dot prove as prevalent as the frooIed variant of(aw}, it was
used fairly frequently ovenill. As in the case of the fronted pronunciation., there was •
signifi<:ant main effect for Gender on the usage ofraised [ew). However, in this <:&Se, males
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used the feature the most. almost twice as often as females (sec Table 3.7). Age did oot
affect the usage of the raised variant: younger speakers used it only 1% man: than older
speakers. while middle-age speakers~ [awl just over 10% more than each ofthe other
age groups. Thus the usage of [awl did not show a pattern of decline or increase through
successive generatiollS.
Analysis also revealed that Gender did not interact significantly with Age. In each
of the three age groups examined, males used the feature more than females. with the gender
difference being most pronounced in the two older age groups.
e NOD-,i if.
Ga>der.....u Younger Middle Old«
13~15 35-45) 65+
0.49 0.39 0.60 0.47
0.25 0.28 0.29 0.19
0.34 0.45 0.33
Although raised [awl is associated with males, it does DOt appcarto be stigmatized
given the fact that females, and particularly younger females. usc it fairly frequently.
Nonetheless. the variant clearly favoured by Burnt Islands females is the fronted [£wI-like
pronunciation..
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3.2.6 ne Variable (aw). as ia ·smoodl' aad ·pool"
Total Number orToknas:: 1076
Results indicate that the local fronted Lvw) variant is the favoured variant in Burnt
Islands. since it was used by the overall sample in inform&l speech style 61% oftbe time.
Though Age did DOt prove signific:ant with respect to usage of this feature. Gender was
highly significant (see Table 3.8). This feature panemcd much like the fronted variant of
(awl, in which the local £rooted variant wasassoc::iated with females. Overall, females used
the local [yw} fcaMe 16% more than males. Then: was no significant interaetioa between
Gender and Age: the greater association offroated (uw) with female speakers was true ofall
age levels. with the genderdiffen:nces being most pronounced in the youngest and oldest age
"",,,,,,.
Middle Older
35-4S) 65+
0.65 0.52
D.n 0.11
0.69 0.62
Like the fronted [tw) variant of(aw), the apparent lack ofstigmatization ofthis local
feature might possibly be related to the fact that (uw)-froating happens [0 coinciclc with
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recent fronting innovations in the vowel system ofmain1md Canadian English. innovarioas
associated with younger aDd upwardly mobile speech (e.g. Chambers and Hardwick 1986.
Ctan:e. Elms and Youssef 1995).
3..2.7 TheVoalicVuiabla:AS.....uy
This study mdi<:ales tlw in casual speech style. social factors affected the production
of the vocalic variants surveyed. The social factor that most influenced the production of
local fearu:res was Gender. As Table 3.9 illustrates. Gender siKOificantly influenced six of
the eight vocalic variants. Age proved influential on the production offour varianu of the
vocalic variables investigated. Age and Gender intenetcd significantly for only ODe of the
features. namely the lowered variant of(I).
In summary. the fronted variants ofbotb (uw) and (aw) pattemed similarly. in that
bothW~ associated significantly more with females than the males ofthc sample. All other
local vo....-cl vuiaIns displaying significant geuder differmces were associated with men.
namely [et]. raised (c). 10wered (I). and raised (aw).
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Table 3.9: SlUIlmary ortbe SipificaDCe orGeader aDd Ace OD the prodDdiG. or
the .-Nau or the vocalic variables
Vocal.itVariaau Go"', Ace GeaderfAce
[lJo«&) :Il
[&JOf(l)
[er} of (oRC)
[aj] of(aj)
[tj] ofCaj)
[tw}of(aw) I
[awJof(aw) t
[yw] of(uw) I:
TOlal 31108 31106 31103
The local variants of(orC), (&), and the fronted variant of(aj} all displayed a linear
age distribution. with decreasing usage of the local variant apparent in each successive
generation.. The lowered variant of(l) was also influenced by age. though it did DOl display
a lineardisttibutiOll.: its usaae was greatest in theoldest age group. followed byteemgets aDd
then middle age speaken. This pattern is due however to an AgdGender intc:rxtioo.. with
the higher teenage mean usage resulting from the u:oe:x:pectedly higher me on the pan of
lecnage males. OfalI the vowel features examined. the raised [aJl variant of (aD was the
only one lMinfluenced by social factors; this variant proved the norm among b:Kb. geoden
legend forthc symbols appearing in Tables 3.9 and 3.13: t ~ Significant at the .OS level,
:,. Significant at the .01 level,:: - Significant at the .001 level
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and across all age gmups. aDd was DOt associated with any particular segment of me
community.
3.3 CoUctllaalal Variables
3.3.1 TIle Variable (I)., as in 'fool' aad 'baU'
Total Nu.ber orTokeas· 1307
In postvocalic position. (1] may become voca1~this local variant occutred in the
sample 56% of the time in casual speech style. Gender proved to be a significant social
factor influencing the usage of vocoid (I). with males using the local feature more than
females (see Table 3.10).
Mean usage of the local variant showed a significant difference across age groups.
T-test analyses revealed that only the differences in mean usage between the youngest age
group aDd the rwo other age groups approached significance; the means between middle aDd
oldest age groups were quite dose.. separated by only 3%. The differmce betweet'l the usaac
ofthe local feature amoog youngest and middle &Be arouPS approacbes significance (t (6)-
2.18. p" .(6). as weU as between tbeyouDgest and oldest age groups (t(6) =-2.51. p •.05).
There were no significant interactions ofAge andGcnder fordle usage ofthis local
varianL In each age group examined. males used the local feature more than females.
However. as with several other variables in this study. the largest difference in gender usage
existed in the yol.mgest age group. a point which will be taken up in chapter s. In fact.
Yol.mger females used the local feature much less than anyother social group examined. The
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low mean usage oftbc local variant by YOllD.ger females accounIS flK the sipificaD1 maiD
effects ofAge IIDd Geuder since it lowered the overall mean usage forme youngest age group
as well as for fcmaJ.es.
. < .01, F - 12.54
V......,. Middle Old«
13-15 3545) 65+
055 0.62 0.69
0.29 0.60 0.59
0.42 0.61 0.64
lbe findings formis feature suggest that the vocoid variant of(I) is the casual speech
oorm in Burnt Islands. although use ofvocoid(1) appears to be dedining from one generation
to the neXL Usage ofthis local fcalurC appears to be more stigmatized among females than
males. as witnessed by the behaviour ofme fcmaJ.e teenagers oftbc sample.
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3.J.l Tb~ Van.bl~ (II), as is 'lIIe1p' aad ·ltappy·
Total Nll.IIIber o(Tokau - 1306
At syUable-initial positioo.. IbJ may DOt be aniculucd; in this sample. non-
proouociation offbi·· proved the overwhelming casual style norm. OCCUlTing at an overall
nltc of 85%.. As Table 3.11 shows. Gender was significant in the deletioo of JbI: ovcr.a1I
males 'dropped' fblIS-J. more than females. However, the low mean usage of the loc:al
variant by teenage females ooce again accoUDU for the significant main effect of Gender.
since it lowers the ovenll female mean usage.
The mean usage ofthe deleted variant across age groups also revealed a significant
Age effect. As Table 3.1 t demonstrates.. the patterning is linear. with rates of Ib/ deletioo
correlating closely with age level. T-tests revealed, however. that the significant differences
between the age groups existed only between teenagerS and middle-age speakers. as weD as
between the leeD&gCrS and the oldest speakers. T·valucs for tee:nagers versus middle-age
speakcts were [(6) - -1.46. P < .001, and fortecDagerS versus 65+ speakers weU as berwccn
the youngCSl and oldest speakers, t (6) - ·1.98, P < .001. Again. the results from female
usage in the teenIgC group lowered the ovcnll teenage meaD usage rate. aDd thus created
significant differences between this and the other two age groups. Thus for teaJagC Bumt
The non--pronunciation offbi will be ~fcrrcd to as IbI ~deletion.- A more accurate term,
however. might be fbi ~absence."since the extremely high rates ofnon-articulation of IbJ
suggest that this is DOt an acquired underlying phoneme for most participants in this
nudy.
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lslaDds fem.aJes. Ib/ deletion is clearly avoided. and appears [0 constitute a stigmatized
fearure. even in casual style.
. <.001 F-84
y ......... Middl. 01....
13-151 (35-4 .5.
0.92 0.89 0.97
0.51 0.90 0.94
o.n 0.90 0.96
3.3.3 The Coaso_IIUlI Variables: A Sammary
For the consonantaJ variables investigated. this study indicates that in casual speech
style. social factors had a COl15iderable effectoD the production oflocal variants. Both Age
and Gender influenced the usage of voeoid (I) and fbi deletion: as well. Age interacted
significantly with Gender in the ease of fbi deletioo. For both variables. teenage females
Sl'OOd our from the remaining the social groups by having the lowest mean usage ofthe local
pronunciations.
The usage ofvocalized (I) appears to be dec;:1ining with age.. though aU groups except
the teenage females displayed usage rates ofbc:twecn 44% and 69% iII easua.l style. As to
'hi deletion. all groups displayed a very high usage rate apart from teenqe females. This
;,
finding suggests that these widely accepted local plOlumciations~ being eliminated from
the speech repertoire ofthe youngest female group. lfwe: contrast this group's casual style
usage to that oftbe group consistently displaying the highest r.ate of local featw"eS - older
males - it is apparent that teenage females used vocoid (Ila! a rate less than half that oftbe
older males. and likewise. deleted initial /bI at only approximately halftbe rate displayed by
males aged 65 and over.
3.4 Gnmmnical V.ri.ble: The Variable of ProDOliD EIcb.Dge (PEl
Total Number ofTokeas'" 344
In stressedobject position. a subject pronoun may be used in Bwnt Islands (eg.. [ saw
he.' (not she); 'Give it to l'). Ia casual speech. the local variant was used by the overall
sample 19% oftbe time. Within the sample. Gender produced a significant main effect on
the usage of this feature. As Table 3.12 demOQSQlltC$. males used subject proIIOUllS as
stressed objects more tbm fcmaJes in the overall sample.
Age did DO( produce a significant main effect with respect to the usage ofthe local
variant of (PEl, although there~ obvious differences in mean usage of this feature
between the differan age levels sampled. Somewhat unexpectedly, the middle age group
mean exceeded that of the older age group. There 'olrU. bowever. a significant Age/Gender
interaction for the usage oftbe local variant of(PE). Although there was a 0.08 diff"ereuce
in mean usage between males and femaJes in the oldest group, the largest gender differeuces
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occurred in the yOtmger and middle age groups (0.19 and 0.16. respectively). Middle age
fcma.Ies. a typically more standard group. used the femure as often as older males and more
thaD older females. While teenage females did DOt use this feature at all. teenage males used
it with virtua.I.Iy the same frequc:ocy as males in the oldest age group.
.,
Ga>dor.....n Young« Middle O.de<
13-15) (3545) (65+)
0.25 0.19 OJ" O~O
0.11 0.00 0.20 0.12
0.10 0.28 0.16
In conclusion. it is worthy of note that this feature was used by all social groups but
one. predictably YOUIlFf females. The usage rates among other groups arc 51JI1Hising. since
the feature is highly salient aDd easier to monitor thaD pboaological features. Considering
this.. the participants used this~ fairly frcqucntJy in this sutvey.
3.5 Discuuioa
Trends indicate that Gender and then Age intluc:occd the production oflocal features
oftbe linguistic variables investigated. Genderand Age also interactedsignificandy to affect
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the selection of three variants - the lowered [£] variaot of (I)., IbI deletion and Proootm.
Exchange. Table 3.13 (which adds lO the overview of Table 3.9) summarizes the
significaoce oftbesocial factors on all variants ofme linguistic variables UDdc:rinvestigatioo..
Two broad casual sryle patterns emerged from this study. In the first. affecting the
majority of features. the local variant was most prevalent among the olde! groups. and was
associated more with males than females. In the second. the local variant was more
associated with females than males. and displayed DO obvious age stratification. Only three
local realizations feU outside these rwo patterns. md all involved the diphthongs (aj) and
law). The fronted [£.n pronunciatioo of(aj) showed adecl.in.ing use with age. but DO gender
stratification. The raised variants ofbotb variables 00 the contrary. showed more stable age
matification (though. interestingfy. somewhat greater use by the middle age group). and a
greater association with males than females (significantly so in the case of raised law}).
6\
Table 3.13: Saauaary oftilesiplificaJtce ofGadera.d Aceoa die
proclDetioB ofdae variaats of aU tile liac-istic variables
Uapistie Calder Ace AcelGftlder
Variables
[1}of(£)
(£}of(l)
fer] of (oRe)
[aj]oflaj)
(£j]of(aj)
(tw]of(aw)
[aw]of(aw)
[yw) of(uw) ..
VoaIized(\)
h.-deletioD .. .. ..
PE
Total 31144 37052 36960
The first gcncra.I stratifiation pattern menriooed above was observed for three oftbe
vocalic variables investigaled -(£rra1sing. (IHowerio& mel the [er] varianl of(orC) - as
well as for both CODSOQ.IDW variables. and tbc grammatical variable ofProootm Exchange.
The age profile for most of these variables was liDear; in eKh successive gmentioo.. the
usage ofme local variant declined. Yet age stratification was not l.ioearf«the vocoid (I) aod
Pronoun Exchange variablcs. since the highest usage of the local feature occuned in the
middle age group. With respect to gender. typically males in all three age groups used more
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of the local variant than did their female COUDkrparts. This gender differentiation was
particularly obvious for most of this group of features among teenage speakers. in that
teenage females tended to avoid 1oca1 variants 10 a c:oasidc:rably greater degree than males.
In the case of (t)-raising. (I)-lowering. vocoid (I).. fbi deletion and Pronoun Exchange.
teenage females displayed easuaI style mean usage rates of from 16% 10 41% below those
of teenage males. In fact for Pronotm Exchange. as weU as fOl" the (Btl variant of (otC),
teenage females did not use the local feature at aU in their casual speech style.
The second general pattern to emerge in this investigation was quite different. In a
minority ofcases. namely the fronting of(aw) and(uw), local wriants were more associated
with females than males. For boch fronted wriants, there were no substantial age differences;
in fact. there was a slight increase among teenage females of the fronted pronunciation of
(uw).
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4. STYLISTIC VARIAnON
•.1 latrodadio.
lD the previous chapter. we explored the variation which exists between diffemlt
social groups in Burnt lslaDds with respect to the usage of various linguistic features in
casual speech style. In this chapter. we are interested in the variation which exists in the
speech repertoire of the age and gender groups examined from casual to formal style.
Following Labov's dicrum that "style can be ranged along a single dimension.
meastU'ed by the llmO\D1tofattention paid to speech" (I...abov 1971a.: 208). speech style was
investigated in the present srudy by manipulating the amount of anctttion paid to speec;:h.
Thus. formal style was elicited via the readina ofa list of isolated words. since attentioo. OQ
pronunciation lCtlds to be more focussed when reading a single word than whctt articulating
a larger stretch ofspeech. The mean perc:ctttage of usage of each particular variant in word
list stYle was recorded per social group and was then compared to the mean usage rate in
casual stYle to determine the degree of shifting. Although problems have been associated
with this approach to style (e.g. Milroy 1987a), it was decided that giVctt the coostraints of
the study it was reasooable to use this method to investigate stylistic variation amoog the
Burnt lslaDds speakcrsoftbe sample. as loogas its limitations~takctt into CODSide:ration.
Even though a binary approach to style was adopted by the pre:sem study, style should
not be viewed as binary, i.e. either formal 01" infonnal. but instead as existing on a continuum
ranging from most fonnal to the vernacu!ar speech style. What was captured in these
interviews no doubt lies somewhere between these two poles. At one end oftbe spectrum
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of formality stands the word list reading style, with its degree of self-monitoring. At the
other stands the relatively unmonnored casual speech elicited via the measw-es owlined in
chapter 2; this represents fairly natural vernacular speech. However, 00 matter what
measures arc taken or techniques are employed. aD interview is never a natunl setting to
elicit vernacular speech. Thus what is labelled as casual speech style in this study is acrua1I.y
a "as relaxed as possible" style ofproD.llDciation used by participants in a tape-recorded
interview. Obviously, the most casual speech style occurs outside the context of aD
interview.
".2 Stylistic: VuiatioD. in the OversU Sample
Stratification panems indicate: that speakers in the overall sample exhibited style:-
shifting for most of the: features e:xamined in this survey. Table 4.1 illustrates the overall
stylistic stratification panems for each oftbe variables. For most. usage oftbe local variant
decreased from casual to formal style:. Yet the usage ofscveraJ ofthe local vanaDts inaeascd
in formal style. suggesting that these pronunciations may be perceived as supralocal, or
·standard-like,' by residents ofBlD'D.t Islands.
All but one of the linguistic features examined displayed some stylistic: variation.
though each fearure varied with respect to the degree ofshifting from casual to formal style.
Overall local pronunciations of(£o). (orC), (aj), its fronted variant [tjl, and (1) were those
which displayed the greatest degree of style shifting, and which te:nded to be avoided. the
most in formal speech style. The raised [awl variant of(aw), fronted [yw) and 1hI«letion
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were avoided to • lesser degree in formal style. On the c:oattuy. the frooted variant of(aw)
and the raised variant of(aj) increased in usage in formal style. The lowered variant of (I)
proved a prototypical stylistic indicator in the Labovian sense.. in that it was the only feature
that exhibited no difference whatsoever in rate ofusage between casual and formal style.
Table 4.1: Stylistic Stntift~tioa - MeaD UUCe of loc:aJ variaall per
coate:maaJ. style. overall ....pie:
Linguistic Variant Casual Style Formal Style ......
Variable
(t) [IJ 0.44 0.06 038
II) [tJ 025 025 0.00
(otC) ["'I 025 0.00 025
(aj) [aiJ 0.50 0.75 025
[til 0.38 0.09 0.29
(aw) [ew] 0.53 0.66 0.13
[OWJ 037 0.27 0.10
(~) (ywJ 0.63 0.45 0.18
(I) vocoid(l) 056 0.29 0.27
(h) """""(h) 0.85 0.78 0.07
(PEJ pronoun 0.18 NJA
=b3nge
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4.3 Stylistic Variation-Group Patunu
In the previous section., stylistic variation was examined across the overall sample.
In the following section., stylistic variation will be examined with respect to specific social
groups to determine whctber particular social groups style shifted more than others. as well
as what this variation may indicate about the Burnt lslands speech community.
4.3.1 The Vari.b1e (e). lIS i.a 'set' aad 'feace'
Number ofTokeas "" 14 per speaker
As Table 42u shows., all social groups except younger females style shifted
considerably on this feature. with less usage ofthe local pronunciation (raised (In in fonnal
style. Even though older females and middle·age females had the highest fonnal style usage
rate of the local variant, older males had the highest percentage of shifting with respect to
their usage of(I) from casual to formal register. In fact, older speakers style shifted the most,
displaying an overnll decrease of 64% in fonnal style. Teenagers shifted the least, 16%
overall: their mean usage was low in casual style. and they avoided the local pronunciation
completely in fonnal style.
Unlike in casual style. Gender did not prove significant with respect to the usage of
the raised variant of(e) in formal Style; however. women in the two older age groups used
Casual style results are repeated in Tables 42 to 4.11 to facilitate cross-style comparison
per group. The information on statistical significance in these tables. however (relating to
the main effects ofboth Gender and Age. as well as the Geuder and Age interaction).
represents fonnal style exclusively.
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the raised local pronunciation somewhat more than their male C;:OlDlterparU. Age. however.
onc;:e again bad a signific;:ant main effect on the usage of this feature. The r2i.sed [I)
pronunciation was most c;:ommoo in formal style amoog the twO older groups of speakers.
while teenagers invariably used the supralocal [t] variant.
The lac;:k ofsignificant GcndcrJAge interactions c;:onfinns the general tendency among
all sample groups toward avoidaoce oftbc local variant in a more fonnal context.
Table".1: The (t) variaDt 0(1). MeaD use, Geader by Ace i. Qtualaad
fOr1llal speftll styles
Geader by Ace iD fOnDai style (Noa-sipi[)
AGE (p < .03, F=7.00. df-VII)
OLDER
05+
MIDDLE
'5-45
YOUNGER
IJ..l!
0.l6 0.00 0.43 0.09 0.72 0.08
Formal Casual Formal Casual Fonnal Casual Formal
0.07 0.08 0.00 036 0.11 0.70 0.11
0.04 0.25 0.00 0.51 0.07 0.75 0.04
".3.1 The Variable (I), u iD 'IbiD' .ad 'spill'
NamberofTokea:.s -17 perspaker
This variable displayed a quite diffemn stylistic;: sttUific:atioo pattern thaD did (£).
Table 4.3 indicates that. except for the teenage group. all speakers used the local lowered
variant more in formal style than in casual style. However. for at least ODe group. older
os
males. style shifting on this variable was minimal. YOtmgermales. who used the local feature
at the second highest casual style rate among the social groups (36%). extu"'bited the greatest
style shift to th= second lowest rare ofusage (12%) in formal style. Teenage females had a
low mean usage (7%) ofthis feature in casual style. and in formal style they totally avoided
the local prontmciation.
Though it had proven significant in casual style. Gender was not a significant factor
in the usage oftile lowered variant of(I) in fonnal style; males used it just slightly more than
females (4%) 0Yen1L Age. however. did prove ODCC again to be significant. In formal style.
older speakers used the local prontmci.a!:iOQ (44%) more than middle-age speakers (27%)
who. in tum.. used the lowered variant more than yOlmgeJ" spcakcn (6%). There were DO
significant AgclGeoderinteractioos: in the two older age groups. males and females used the
local prom.IDciatioQ at exaetly the same rate while in the YOUDgest age group, males used it
only 12% more than their female counteIpartS.
Their stylistic behaviour suggests that older and even middle.age spcakcn did DOt
pm:eive the lowered variant as stigmariud. since they urilizcd it more in their formal style
dI.an their casual style. The teenagerS' teDdeDcy to reduce their use of lowered [&Jin formal
style, however. suggests a greater awareness ofsupn1ocal norms on the part oftbis age
group. This differential behaviour by teenage speakers clarifies the flat overall stylistic
profile observed in section 4.2 above.
••
Table 4.3: TIle [E) variaatof(I). Meu. ue..Geader by Ace ill cuu.alud
formal speeda styles
Calder by Ace ill formal style (NOIHipif.)
0.44
OLDER
6...
MIDDLE
3.....
OJ)6 0.16 0.27 0.37
YOUNGER
13-15
0.21
GENDER (Noll-'Jipif.) AGE (p < 0.001, F =: 142.33)
Formal Casual FonnaJ. Casual FonnaJ Casual Fonnal
024 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.27 0..)1 0.44
0.28 0..)6 0.12 0.14 0.27 0.4) 0.44
4.J.J The Variable (ore), as ia 'fork' aad 'Ilona'
NUJDber ofTokns" 4 per speaker
Table 4.4 shows that the local [er] pronunciation of (orC) is highly stigmatized
among Burnt lsbnds speakers in formal style. All social groups avoided this local variant
entirely in their formal repeno~. Older males used the feature the most in casual style; thus
this the group exhibited the greatest amount (66'/0) ofstyle shifting. They WeR followed by
middle-age males. with a me of 41%. Younger females., who also totally avoided this
feature incasual style, did not use it in formal style eithermdthus exhibited 00 style shifting
whatsOever.
SiDce thc:re was 00 variation in usageamong the social groups in formal style.ocitber
of the social factors of Age or Gender proved significant. whether indMdually or in
interaetion.
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Table •••: The (erl vaNat of(orC). Meaa lise, Geaderby Ace masauaad
foraal speec.b styles
Geader by Ace La formal style (NolHipit)
0.04 0.00 0.27 0.00 0.43 0.00
OLDER
65+
MIDDLE
J""
YOUNGER
1~13
GENDER (Noa-sipil.) AGE (Noa-sip.it)
0.00 0.07 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.66 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.21 0.00
Formal Cuual Formal Casual Formal Casual Formal
4.3.4 The Variable (aj), as ia 'five' aad 'tie'
Number of Tokeas - 12 per speaker
4.3.4.1 Raised [ajl
As Table 4.5 iIlusm.tes. the raised variant of (aj) was the dear pn:fermce f'?I" all
groups in both casual and formal style. Females. apan from the teenage girls, tended to usc
less ofthe raised varia.nt in their formal style. However, the direct:ioDofshift varied amODg
Age and Gender groups: the teeDage group increased their usage of [9Jl in formal style
(females by only I.".), while older speakers generally deereased their usage of this vuianL
Yet the middle-age group shift in usage ofme raised variant of (aj) depeDded on gender.
MiddJe-age females. who displayed the grcatesz style-shift (18%). decreased their usage of
raised (aj) in formal style, while middIe·age males. on the CODtrary. increased thcir usaae by
10%. making raised (9Jl their virtually categorical fonnal style prnounciation.
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In casu.al style. while males used more oftbe raised prnDUDCiatiOO ovmill. Gender
did Dot prove significant (see section 3.2.4 above). It was however a significant social factor
in formal style. willi males using 22% ofthe raised variant than females, overall. Age once
again did DOt prove significant, in spite of the greater mean usage of raised [aj] by the two
younger age groups. There were also no significant fonnal style Age/Gender intetactions-
in all age groups. males used raised (aj) more than females.
Table 4.~: The (ai) nnaDt oC(aj). MeaD use. Guder by Ale iD casual
aDd formal specdll styles
GeDder by Ace ill (onaal style (NoD-sipif.)
GENDER (p < O.O~, F -
6.88)
AGE (NoD-sipir.)
0.66
OLDER
6S<
0.77
MIDDLE
35-45
YOUNGER
13-15
0.77 0.82 0.85 0.81
Casual Formal Casual Fonnai Casual Formal
0.87 0.79 0.88 0.89 0.99 0.81 0.74
0.65 0.74 0.75 0.81 0.63 0.73 0.58
4.3.4.2 FroDted [&i)
A5 Table 4.6 shows, the fronted variant of(aj) wuconsidaably less common than
the raised variant of (aj) in both casual and fonnal style. However, there was an obvious
discTepaocy between older speaken and the two younger groups. Members oftbe sample
n
aged 65 and over mcre.sed their usage ofme local fronted proouociarion in formal style.
while teenage speakers completely avoided the variant. thereby decreasing their already
minimal casual style usage of it. The middle-age group exhibited minimal shifting. the
direction ofwhicb depeoded upon geudeT.
None of the social factors proved significant in the usage of the fronted variant in
formal style. This pattern coofums the observations made in the previous chapter on this
variant; there appear 10 be no definite socia.! preferences for this variant. given its infrequcot
usage rate. However. the fact tba1 older spcakc:rs increased their usage in formal style while
the two other age groups decreased their selection ofthis feature suggests that the use ofthe
fronted variant ofC.j) is declining with eacb successive geoeratioo... A5 noted.. it has entirely
disappeared from the fonnal registerofthc teenagers sampled. Furthermore. given Ute small
differences between males and females in usage. geoder is QOl a significant factor in this
decline.
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Table4.6: The (Ej) vamat ofCaj). MeaD use., Gcader by Ace ill cas.al
aDd formal speech styles
Gn.der by Ace ia fOnDal styie (Noa..sipif.)
DWER
...
MIDDLE
3....
YOUNGER
13-15
0.04 0.00 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.21
Casual Fonnal Casual Formal Casual Formal
0.13 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.21
0.17 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.21
4.3.5 The Variable Caw), u ill 'Ilouse' aDd 'loud'
Number ofTokeas "" 10 per speaker
4.3.5.1 Froated (&WI
In casual style. the froo.led variant was the mostcomm.oo variaDt of(aw) ovetaI.l. In
fonnal style (see Table 4.7). most social groups increased their usage ofmis proaunciation;
though middle-age females exhibited a constant usage rate (60%) in both styles, ODly older
males displayed a formal style drop (10%) in rate of usage. 0vaa1L oldeTspeakers shifted
the least on this variant, while teenagers shifted the roost. The direction of shift varied
according to age group: the oldest age group displayed virtually the same or a decreased rate
of usage of the fronted variant of (aw) in formal style. while the two youngest groups
increased their usage oftbis feature. Style-shifting was most apparent among middle-age
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males, who used 31% more ofthe fronted variant in formal than in casual style; they were
foUowed by teenage males and teenage females.. at mes of29'% and 24%. respectively.
Just as for casual style. there was a significant main effect for Gender. females used
the fronted variant significantly more thaD males in the word list style. There was also a
main effect of Age on the usage of the fronted variant of Caw). an effect which did DOt
emerge in casual style. Teenagers used the fronted variant at an overall rate of 15% more
than the middle-age group. who in tum, used it mon:: than speakers over 65 02%).
Gender patterns were not consistent across age groups. however. as there wen:: also
significant AgdGmder interXtioos. In the yowgest and oldest age groups. females used the
fronted variant of (aw) mon:: than males; yet in the middle age groUP. the reverse was true
(unlike the casual style observations for this group). In general. bowever, formal style resulu
confirm that (aw) fronting, though in all likelihood an inherited traditional feature. is DOt
undergoing stigmatiDtion and loss in the cooununity. as are a number offeatures e:x.am.ined
in this study. For some groups. this may reflect the perception (whether fully conscious or
not) ofthe occurrence ofthis pronunciation in innovative urban Canadian English (sec 3..2.5
above).
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Table 4.7: The [&wI variaat o(a.). MeaD u.se, GtDderby Aze iD casualud
(oraulspeeda styla
Geader by Ace iD (OrwlaiStyle(P < .05, F -8.71)
AGE (p < .01. F"" 13.00)
YOUNGER MIDDLE OLDER
t~IS 3S-45 65+
Fannal C..ua1 Fonnal C..ua1 Fonnal C..ua1 Formll1
0.60 0.46 0.75 03. 0.70 0.45 035
0.72 0.61 0.85 0.60 0.60 0.68 0.70
0.54 o.ao 0.50 0.65 0.51 0.53
".3.5.2 RaiHd lawl
All social groups style shifted with respect 10 (aw) raising.ll1though the shift for some
was miaimal. Overall. speakers aged 65 and over incTeasedjust sligbdy their usage oftbe
raised variant in formal style. while a decrease was apparent amoog the two yOUDger age
groups (sec Table 4.8). Middle-age males. whose usage ofthe raised variaDt was so high in
casual style. displayed the greatest style shift., with a drop 000% in formal style. Teenagers
also substantially decreased their usage ofthe raised variant: Illiddlc-age females. however.
stayed virtually constaOt with respect to usage rate across style. Even though Ibe use ofthis
sti~ rather. the decrease in usage seems to result from the pref=ce for the fronted
variant by most socia! groups in formal style.
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Gender was significant in the usage oftbe raised (aw] variant in formal style. with
greatcT ovenll use by males rather than females. just as in casual style. Age was also a
significant factor with respect to the raised variant of(aw). Unlike in casual style. howeve!'.
in fotmalsa:yie raised[aw] declincd proportiooaJJy with age level. There were DO significant
Age/Geode!' interactions; in all age groups. males raised more than females.
T.ble ....: The (aw) nri...t of (...). MaD ue, GcDderby Ace ia nsul
aDd fonaalspeech styla
Gcader by Ace iD fOnDal style (Noa-sipit)
AGE (p <.05, F-6.I7)
YOUNGER MIDDLE OLDER
1~15 J..... ....
Fonna1 CuuaI Fom..u CuuaI Fonna1 CuuaI Fonnal
0.35 OJ9 0.25 0.60 OJO 0.47 0.50
0.18 028 0.10 0.29 0.25 0.19 0.20
034 0.18 0.45 0.21 OJJ OJ5
n
4.3.6 The Variable (uw). as ia 'smooth' aDd 'pool'
Number of TobllS - 7 per speabr
In casual style. the fronted variant was the most common variant overall but in
fonnaI style. the feature was less favotRd. with all social groups decreasing its usage. As
Table 4.9 shows, older maJes -who bad by far the lowest usageofthis variant in formal style
- shifted the most 00 this feature. Style shifting was also highly evident for middle-age
males and for fema.les aged 65 and over. suggesting that the feature was more stigmatized
for these than for other groups. Overall as well as within each age group. fema.les style
shifted less than males for this feature. likewise. style shifting was less noticeable among
the two yotmger age groups. These stylistic stntification patterns suggest a greaser
association of(uw) fronting in the community with female and youcgerspeakers.
The fonnal style social stratification patterns bear out the last observation to some
degree. Gender proved to be significant in the usage of(uw) fronting. with females using
this feature more than maJes in formal style. just as they did incasuaJ style. Age. however.
was DOl a significant factor in either style. even though the tendency towards greater usasc
on the part ofme YOtmger age groups was more apparent in formal than casual style. There
WeR also no significant Age/Gender interactions - females in all age groups used the local
feature of(uw) fronting more than their male eotmterpalU.
ID section 3.26 above. it was speculated that the apparent lack ofstigmatimion of
fronted (uw) in Burnt Islands might be related to the fact that it coincided with the fronted
variant apparent in innovative mainland Canadian speech. The genetaI decrease in usage of
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this variant in fonnal style. however. suggests that this hypothesis may DOt: be conect. The
evidence points simply to the conclusion that [yw] is a female-linked cbar.lc:tmstic ofthe
Burnt Islands speech community that is very slowly spreading over successive generations.
T.ble 4.9: The lYw) van.at of (uw). Meall use, Gellder by Ace in casual
aad fona.1 speccil styles
Gettder by Ace in foruu.l style (NolHipit)
OLDER
6..
MIDDLE
J""
AGE (Noa-sipif.)
YOUNGER
l~lS
0.68 0.57 0.69 050 0.62 0.29
0.29 0.57 0.43 0.65 036 0.52 0.07
0.62 0.79 0.71 0.72 0.64 0.71 0.50
Formal Casual Fonnal Casual Formal Casual Formal
".3.7 The Vamble (l). as ill 'fool' aad 'b.u'
Number ofTolullS - IS per speaker
As Table 4.10 demonsmues. aU social groups style shifted coasidetably on this
feature. and in the same direction of decreased usage of the voeoid variant in formal sytIe.
Speaken over 6S shifted the ID05l, foUowed by lhc middle-age group. while the youqest
speakers style shifted the least. Females tended to decrease their use ofthis feature slightly
more than males overall. Older females. who displayed a surprisingly low mean usage in
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formal style. style shifted the most. while teenage males exhibited the smallest degree of
styleshiftiog.
In formal style, Age wasooce again a significant factor in the usageofvocoid (I) in
formal style. Middle-age speakers used vocoid (1) the most in this style. foUowed by older
speakers aDd then teenagers. Gc:oderalso bad a significant effect on the usage ofvocoid (1);
males used it more chan females. There were also signiticanc formal style AgclGc:nder
interactions; in the oldest and youngest age groups. males used the vocoid moreth.an females.
with the opposite pattern in the middle age group. In fact. teenage females did not use the
local feature at all in formal style. Their avoidaocc ofvoc;oid (1) creucd scparue significant:
effects ofAge and Gender. since it lowered both the mean ofme youngest age group and the
overall female mean usage of this feature.
It is worthy ofnote that middle-age females and cecnage males bad the same mean
usage ofvocoid (I) in fonna.l style as older males. who bad the lUgbest usage in casual style.
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Table 4.10: The vocoid variaat 0((1). Meall UK, GftIder by Act ill casual
aDd formal speech styles
Gellder by Ace ill (ora. style (p < .001, F - 38.63)
OLDER
6<+
0.37 0.64 030
MIDDLE
J!-4<
YOUNGER
13-15
0.42 0.20 0.61
GENDER(p <.1)4)1. F- AGE (p <0.01, F=10.17)
67.75)
Formal Casual Fonnal Casual Form.a1 Casual Formal
0.38 0.55 0.40 0.62 0.34 0.69 0.40
0.20 0.29 0.00 0.60 0.40 0.59 0.20
On Long Island. Notte Dame Bay, Colbourne (1982) fOlmd!llvocalizarionlO be the
overwhelming norm in aU styles and for aU speakers. These findings are quite contradictory
to that of the present study, since the usage ofN vocalization appears 10 correlate with not
only social variables. but also with style. Investigation inlO the effect of phonological
environmenlon wriant usage: was beyond the scope ofthis thesis. but it is likely lO have had
an effect on at least some the variables in this StUdy. For example. as Table 4.10
demOQ$[J'21CS.leenage males, older males and middle-age females bad the same pen:entase
of !II vocaliz:arion in formal style. Among each oftbese social groups. IV was vocaliz:ed in
moS[ of the same words ill the word lisL 16 The postVOCalic !II ill these particular words
These words iIldudedfiJl. fool. ball. pole. pull andpool. i.e.• words containing a non-
front vowel.
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appeared to be susceptible to vocalization. due to either lexical reasons or to phonological
environment.
ODe oftbe limitatioas ofusing word lists to elicit formal style should also be DOted
here; the effect ofortbography on speech. For this variable. for some speakers. the prescnoe
of the oithographic IV in postvocalic position may have prompted men to pronounce it.
while in casual speech. mey would oonnally use the vocalized varianL In any case. IV
vocali22tion in Btunt lslands. in contrast to long Island., was affected by factors ocher than
linguistic environment, due to me fact that me IV was not vocalized across the board for the
words in formal style.
4.3.8 The Variable (b), u iD 'belp' aad 'bappy'
NUJIlber orTokelU -16 per speaker
As Table 4.11 shows.. the oo.Iy social group to style shift to any COIlSidcnble degree
with respect to the ibl-deletioo variable was the yowgest female group. Teenage females.
who bad by fartbe lowest mean usage rare ofJhl-deletioo in caswJ style. dropped a furtber
45% in fonnal style. Their degRc of style shifting is I.II1IIlA!C:bcd by that of all other
Age/Gender groups. whose raage ofstyle shiftiag did DOt exceed 7%. In fact. speakers in the
middle age group increased rather than decreased their JhI-dropping in formal style. males
by 2% and females by a surprising 70/0.
As in casual style. Age proved to be a significant factor with respect to fbJ--deletion.
Older speakers and middle-age speakers deleted fbi at the same overall rate in fonnal style
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but substantially more than the teenagers.. The teenage speakers' low mean usage rate was
gender-depeodent; as tbeteenage females' mean usage ofthis feature was so low. significant
differences were crealOO relative to the other [wo age groups.
Gender also proved to be a significant factor in the percentage offbI.<fropping, as it
bad in casual style. Males once apin deleted fbi significandy more than females in the
overall sample. Again. the teenage females' low mean percentage of/h/-dropping lowered
the overall female mean. thus creating a significant difference in the usage of this feature
with respect to the male group.
As expected. there was also a significant Age/Gender interaetioa in the usage of1bI-
deletion in forma.! style. In the oldest age group. there were no differences in fbi deletion
be[Ween males and females: in the youngest age group. males deleted fbi a full 81 % more
than their female counterparts; and in the middle age group. females deleted IbI slightly
more than males.
These results suggest that while initia.I ibl deletioo is the overwhelming DOrm in all
registers in Burnt I.sJands. a single group is anomalous. Teenage females appear much mon:
attuned than any other group to the supralocal norm, and utilize initial fbi significantly more
than do other members oftbe community.
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Table 4.11: Mna use oflbI~ddioD.Geader by Ale ia caJtUll aad formal
speech styles
Gmder by Act ill fona" style (p < .001. F -71.28)
AGE (p < .001. F - 89.7!)
YOUNGER MIDDLE OLDER
1~IS 3..... 65+
FonDa! CuuaI FonDa! CuuaI FonDa! CuuaI Fonnal
0.91 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.91 0.97 0.94
0.66 0.51 0.06 0.90 0.97 0.94 0.94
o.n 0.47 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.94
4.4 Stylistic Variation: A S.auury
Overall. four ofthe ten variantS examioed exhibited minimal stylistic sttarifjcatioo
(i.e. a shift of under 15%) across styles. namely [&W], [awl. lowered (I) and IbI deletion.
Lowered (1) did llOt in fact display any stylistic stratification at aU. 1be overaJ.I rate of
shifting of the remaining variants ranged from IB-/', to 38%.
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Table 4.11: PerceDlale of style sbiftilll per Ace croup
Variable VarUDt YO.Dler Middle Older
I~IS 3..... 65+
(E> [II 0.16 034 0.64
(I) [EI 0.15 O.ll 0.07
(oIC) ["'I 0.04 0.27 0.43
(aj) [aj] 0.05 0.04 0.11
[Ejl 0.04 0.01 0.09
(awl [ow} 0.26 0.15 0.04
[awl 0.16 0.17 0.02
(uw) [YWI 0.11 0.19 0.33
(\> vocalized IV 022 0.24 034
fhIdeletion dcletedlbl 0.25 0.04 0.02
As Table4.I::! shows. thedegreeofstyleshifting is generally greatest among speakers
over 65 and the lowest among teenagers. This is quite differmt from Colbourne'S findings
on Long Island.. Notte Dame Bay where then was ~a mur;h wider rmge between most S
[standard] and most NS [nonstandard} styles for the younger groups than for the older
groups" (Colbourne 1982: 86). That is. in Colbourne's Long Island sample. YOtmger
speakers would be more likely to style shift than older speakers. However. 00. Long Island..
the overall rates of local variant usage were oearly identical in c:asual speech style for
younger md older speakers. Recall that in Bumt Islands. on the coo.t:rary. speakers aged 65
and over and teenagers varied greatly with~ to local variant usage in casual style., with
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older speaker (especially males) having the higbesl rale$ and tecnagets (especially females)
having the lowest. This suggests that there is a geoeral. attrition oflocaJ features in casua.I
as well as more formal contexts.
T.ble 4.13: Ptruatqt of IC)'~ slliftiq Pu Gttlder
V.riabk V.riaat ..... Ftmalt
(tl [I] 0.46 031
(I' [t] 0.03 0.05
(orC) ["'] 038 0.11
(aj) [ej] 0.04 0.11
[tj] 0.05 0.09
law) [&wI 0.17 0.09
[awl 0.14 0.07
(~) [yw] 0.19 0.12
(\) vocalized IV 0.14 0.19
1hI-deletion deleted/ht 0.19 0.12
As the summary in Table 4.13 suggestS. Gcnderdidnot constitute amajor fac:torwith
respect to stylistic variation in Burnt lslaDds. There was DO coosistc:nt pattern of
differe:otiat:ioo in style shifting betwea1 the genders. In most cases. males and females
deacased their usage ofloca1 variants a1 about the same me: males oftm sI:tiftcd to a greater
degree than females. since their casual style mean usage oftbe variant was groendly higher
than that offema1es. [n other cases. usage ofa less standard variant increased. such as the
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fronted variants of (aw} and [aj} which slightly increased for both genders. There were.
bowever. a few cases where males and females style shifted in opposite directions. For two
featureS (raised (aj) and /hi. deletion), males ineTeaSed their usage ofthe local pronunciation
in formal style. while females' mean usage decreased Forthe lowered variant of(I). on the
other hand. females increased their usage of this pronunciation in formal style. while males
decreased their usage.
Younger females generally had the lowest degree of style shifting for nearly all
variables, since their mean usage of local prommciations in casual style was very low. For
some features. such as (£) and (orC) older males and middle·age males bad the greatest
degree of shifting. since they used local variants at the greatest rates in casual style.
It should be noted here that older participants were asked prior to the interview ifthey
were able [0 read. in order to ensure that the formal component of the interview could be
completed. Generally though. the older speakers were uncomfortable reading. and bad very
little formalleaming. As a result. older speakers were quite careful in their pronunciations
of each word and thus style shifted on most of the features. On the contrary. the younger
generations. especially teenagers. were more comfortable reading and were less focussedoo
the exact pronunciationofeacb and every word. Thus. the formal style elicited may not have
been unifonn for each generation. This is one ofseveral problems associaIed with eliciting
formal style via reading tasks (see Milroy 1987a). In any event. the reading task: did elicit
more formal styles in each social group for most of the features investigaled in this study.
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In summary. all social groups exhibited style shifting for IDO$l linguistic features
cxamiDcd. This iDc:luded oldcT males. the social group that used local pronunciations to the
grc:atCSt degree in casual style.
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S. CONCLUSION
In this sociolinguistic investigation of Burnt Islands. it was shown that variation
exists across all social groups in the community. as well as in the speech of individuals. In
casual style. Gender proved to be the mon significant ofthe social factors examined. Age
also significantly affected variant choice of about balfofthe variables in casual style. The
general panem emerging for Age. in both styles. was that ofadecrease in the usage of local
pronunciations with each successive generation.
Style was shown to affect the selection of most variants to some degree. Although
there were no dramatic shifts in mean usage from casual to fonnal style. local variants were
typically used less frequently by speakers while reading the word list than in conversation.
All social groups style shifted with respect to me usage ofmost features. Older males tended
to have the greatest degree of shifting for many variables since this group generally had the
highest mean usage of local variants in casual style. Conversely. teenage females. who
usually had the lowest casual style mean usage oflocal features. tended to have the smallest
degree ofstyle shifting.
The finding that Gender was the most significant social factor affecting speech
variation in the Burnt Islands sample is typical of sociolinguistic investigations of rural
Newfoundland communities. Colbourne (1982: 73) discovered that on Long bland, Notre
Dame Bay. gender was the most significant independent variable for both phonological and
morphological features and that it was "the most consistent in all its influences ofall the
social variables." lanari (1994)also found that in the Newfoundland south coast community
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of Burin. gender had a great impact on feanue usage. although it was secondary to
socioeconomic class. Despite the common beliefthat socioeconomic class is somehow more
important than gender in explaining linguistic variation. Milroy (199:2: 165) has suggest~
that -it is perhaps more reasonable (certa..in.ly just as reasonable) to explain class differences
in terms of sex. as an alternative to the standard approach to the explanation of sex
differences in terms ofclass:' Furthermore. she (1987a) suggests that socioeconomic class
is secondary to gender as the most important speaker variable in language variation. (n Burnt
Islands. the importance of gender was evident even among teenagers. despite the similarity
within this age group in terms of life attitudes and ambitions. Even though there is a general
move towards supralocal norms among teenagers. for several variables this change is much
more evident among females. Yet perhaps this is not overly surprising;. in light of the
important role that language plays in the social construction of identity among adolescents
(cf. for example Eckert 1999). For teenage Burnt Island males. the association ofmany local
linguistic features with ··maleness.- and its ensuing connotations. plays an important role in
variant choice.
The general froding in this study that mean usage of local features decreased with
each successive generation suggests that the Burnt Islands speech variety is coming Wlder
the increasing threat of supralocal linguistic norms. As discussed in chapter I. Schilling.
Estes and Wolfram (1999: 486) outline two models of dialect loss: on the one band.
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dissipation. in which a dialect recedes by ~linguisticdccay:~and on the other. coocentratioo.
in which attrition causes dialect death but at the same time the structure of the language
remains intact and its distinctiveness is heightened among the fewer remaining speakers.
They suggest that the variety spoken in the North Carolina commtmity of Ocncokc is
lD1dcrgoing dissipation as it accommodates to the speech ofthc mainlanders who have ukc:n
up permanent residence on the is1aDd. as wclI as of the many tourists who visit the island
yearly. Smith Island. on the other hand. is undergoing conc.cntrZion as it loses speakers to
the mainland in scan:b of employment. given the recession in the maritime industry in the
Burnt Islands is much like Smith Island in that its residents OQce depeDded heavily
on the maritime industry which has declined in recent years: as a result. the community is
losing speakers to more urbanized areas ofNewfotmdland and ma.inLand Canada. like Smith
Island. Burnt 1s1ands does not have a lucrative tourism industry. Dor do outsiders come to the
community to take up permanent residence. Therefore. one might expect the variety of
English spoken in Burnt Islands to be undergoing CODCCDtnItion as well. lbis in fact i5 the
case in one tura..I Newfoundland community that has been investigated sociolinguistically.
Lanari (1994) fOlmd a c:oocentntioo-typc model ofdia.lect loss amoag one segment oftbe
popu.larioo of Burin. namely. worlcing class females aged 25-35 who set themselves apart
linguistically from the rest of ber sample by their unexpectedly high usage of traditional
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features. sometimes exceeding the rates ofoider males. Lanari attributed this diffen::oce to
the: group's local oricnwionandbigb solidarity, aJoogwith thcirrelative isolatioo from ot:bcr
sociaJ groups in Burin since their male countetparts wen; often away from the community
fishing. Lanari ( I994: 146) descnbcd this group as more -socioeconomically disadvantaged
and considerably more confined to the community than any other social group.~
1D Burnt Islands.. bowcvcr, the local diakct is DOt being strengthened among residents
of the community. but instead is receding. Yet as Schilling-Estes (1991: 13) notes. lbe
process of dialect dcaIh - and by extension. language death - may be guided by quite
different principles in differau communities. even ODeS whose dialects seem as similar as
me Smith Island and Oaacoke varieties.~ According to Scb.illing-Estes and Wolfum (1999),
such principles may include socioeconomic and sociopsychologicaJ. facton. though the
process of the death of a speech variety is complex and far from completely undcmood.
Thw the present study ofme Bumtlslands dialect paints a slightly different picture ofdialect
demise in a relatively isolated rura.I community.
Schilling-Estes aDd Wolfram (1999) point out that in order to tmderstand the process
ofdialect dealh. one must look. at the depee ofinterKtioa.community has with the outside
world Thus a community can be desa1"bed as relatively open. in that it has freqtau
interactions with outsiders. or relatively closed. in tha1 it displays limited contacts. Burnt
Islands is like Smith Island in that both communities are relatively closed with respect to
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residents' intenetioos with outsiders, by comparison to the residents of Ocracoke.
Nonetheless. in all these communities. contact with outsiders is increasing; and as Scbilling-
Estes and Wolfram (1999) acknowledge. COQuet·based cxplanatioos must be supplemented
with other explanatory fKtOrS. in particular attitudinal ooes. They make the distinction
between eodocenttic and exoceatric communities to describe me degree to which community
members are locaUy-foc;used or focused e1sewbere. Thus Smith lsland is a fairly closed
community which is more endocenttic than Oc:rKoke, in that residents ofSmith lsland are
relatively closed, psychologically, to cultunli and linguistic cbange, and are more awan; than
residents of Ocracoke of the relationship between the maintenance of their dialect and the
preservation of their cuhure.
These attitudinal factors help clarify the important difference between Burnt Islands
and Smith Island: the Burnt lslands commlmity is DOt highly endocentric. nor perhaps do
mOSt speakers relate diale<:t preservation to cultunli preservation. Teenagers. in particular.
can be described as relatively exocentric in that they are to some degree adapting their speech
to supralocal varieties in preparuioo. for an evearuaI move away. All teenagers in my sample
plan in fact to leave Burnt IsLaods upon high school gradumon.. and want to settle elsewbcre.
"The very low rates ofusage of. numberoflocal features 00 the put ofteeoage females attest
to their non-local focus. Middle-age speakers are less eXOCCQttic than teenagers - many
middle-age residents are psychologically prepared to [eave Burnt Islands, but do not like the
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idea of moving away. Other middle-age resideots aft; considerably more cndoccntrie..
resistant to change and interested in holding onto their identity. including distinctive local
features. Like older speaken. tbcsc iodi..iduah are settled aDd plan to~ in Bumt
Islands; cooscqucntly. they feel DO pressure lO accommodate their spc:ech to C:XletD&1 and
more standard varieties. MaJes in particular. in the middle-aged and older age groups. are
very opposed to the idea of moving and would DC'VCr leave ""the Rock- [NewfoumlLmd].
This attitude is reflected linguistically. ill that these are the speakers who make the greatest
usc of local feanu-es. These: findings echo Colbourne's (1982) observations concerning a
rural northeast. coast. Newfoundland community, where, as well, those: who were planning
10 remain in the area exhibited fewer supra.local forms. 1D fact. in Colbourne's study. among
YOImget" males. those with a higher educational level tended to use slightly more local
variants than their less weU educated countetpaJU. who. lDllike themselves.. bad fcwc:r loc::aI
job opIiOQS.. and bence a gre&ler likelihood of leaving.
A further attitudinal factor affc:as tile variety spoken in Burnt Is1aDds.. namely. bow
residents fccl about tbeirown dialect. Most Bunn Isl.andersarc: aware oftbcir local variety
and have either been made fun of themselves or have hean:i of others who bad been Ic:Ued
about: their speech. Even within the province. speaken from ODe area laugh at other dialects
on the island. Comments arc: common such as ""they have a monger Newfoundland accent
than we do.- or ""they talks different than we 00,- or -at least we don't talk like them.-
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Neg:uive evahwioos about NewfOUDdlmd dialects aod even abom the local variety exist in
many communities. Colbourne (1982: 90) comments that his participants had said that they
did not speak proper English and Mexpressed a negative attitude: towan:1 the waytbe)' talked.M
He listed Degative connotations Dfthe dialect such as". sign ofignorancc:.low cIass.low
educationM and -poVcrty.M Today, with the growing necessity to out-migrate, this self-
conscious. negative evaluation of the Burnt Islands dialect may be grtIwing with eac:.h
generation. I spoke to ODe woman who said that she aied DO( to raise her children with a
sttoog Newfoundland acccot. It appears that~ is linJe pride: with respect to the local
variety amoog those who plan to leave the commlmity, and little coocem about dialect
preservation. There is more ofa fOQl:S on the avoidance of local fe:anII'ts. especially among
_m.
It remains to be seen ifthe Burnt Islands dialect variety willcontinue to dissipate over
time. Ooce older speakers die and residents coatiDue to accommodate their speech and move
away. the variety may die through a loss ofspeakets. even ifn sta)'1 relatively intact up to
tbatpoinL
Despite the pattaD of dialect loss. it should be noted that Burnt Islands is still a
mazkedly unique speech comm.lmity wbete many traditioaal dialect features inherited from.
Southwest England have survived in the speech of quite a few residents and still thrive
among the older geoer2!ion. Any visitor to Burnt Islands would surely be struck by its
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unique language variety -the phonological and g:ramm.aticaI feattftS.lexical items and speed
ofspeech. This will very likely continue to be the case for a numberofycars to come.
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APPENDIX
WoniUst
bo_ ,"ow belp M.iaiJa.1 Pain
chicken bail ba<oo
fod< pal ti. pull.pool
who balb. soil grom. grown
rood scratch sw-prise chair. share
triple anything half horse. hoarse
smooth joy nothing maid, made
fuji fool go knony. lUUghty
leave tide moist
quam< failb bottom sigh. shy
button meO boa! woak, wook
lb.act wood hoBO
''''
-.....
"""'"
foo« oooIci. caught., cot
lhin boa,
-
pore. poor
,Iciff uy ."...,. bear. hair
tight ",,0
"""'"
SUIe. shore
nickel boy owl
choice thank you my
ptotty kott!. pol.
ball ....... thought
mow truth cow house
woalbo< apple bottl.
"om lOy .hew
cheek ...... mout
avoid boppy boonemili<
,in« Who< Iif.
ho.... joined 6..
lboy opm hom
m...
"'"
if
bon" aUlOlDObilc .b<ok
oak"" loft
loud
_.
bom
!=alb. oow loop
molhod lb= shtunk
Wimp buy puppy
",ill ... windbreaker
mom mi<s eyebrow
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